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1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1 OUTLINE OF A CRYSTAL S1RUCTURE ANALYSIS. 
The regular geometrical form of a crystal is due to the 
regular arrangement of the atoms, ions or molecules of which it is 
bui I t. The regularity is that of a three dimensional pattern in 
which a certain unit of the structure, known as the "unit cell" is 
repeated in space. In practice a crystal structure analysis starts 
with the determination of the size and shape of the unit cell and an 
examination of its symmetry proper ties. An analysis of ' these factors 
leads to the determination of the space group. When the latter 
cannot be established unequivocally, use is made of special methods 
such as pyro-electricity, piezo-electricity, optical properties 
of the crystal and distribution of the intensities of X-ray reflections 
to assist in the determination. Having found the space group and 
the dime nsions of the unit cell an attempt can be made to describe the 
contents of the unit cell in terms of the number, nature and positions 
of the atoms. 
The preliminary work is carried out by taking single crystal 
rotation, Laue and Weissenberg photographs. Laue photographs give 
an indication of the system and class to which the crystal belongs, 
while rotation photographs are used to determine the approximate size 
of the unit cell. Weissenberg photographs allow a more accurate 
measurement of the cell parameters to be made and are also used for 
- indexing the -
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indexing the reflections unambiguously. 
The second stage of the analysis consists in obtaining accurate 
values of integrated intensities of the many re flections. These 
measured intensities must be corre cted to allow for several physical 
and geometrical factors. After the appropriate corrections have been 
applied one obtains a set of structure amplitudes i.e. Fhkl values. 
The electron density within the unit cell can be computed with the aid 
of a Fourier series, where the Fhkl's are the coefficients of the 
series. However the Fourier transformation requires a knowledge 
of the phases as well as the magnitudes of the amplitudes. Since 
no method has been found for observing these experimentally it 
appears that the problem cannot be solved because of the missing 
phases. This constitutes the "phase problem of X-ray crystallography" 
which can be solved, wi thin certai n limitations, by use of the 
Patterson function. 
Having found a structure which gives a reasonable agreement 
; 
between observed and calculated intensities it is usual to refine it , 
i.e. to vary the location of the atoms in the structure slightly so 
that the agreement between experiment and theory is the best possible . 
Finally the accuracy of the crystal structure may be assessed by 
ca l culating the residual R = ~ II Fbi -I Flit /~ I Fbi , whi ch o s ca cos 
is taken as a "reliabili ty index". The residual should decrease 
with refinement and reach a steady low value. For re lati ve ly 
simple structures the value of R should be less than .25 and with 
heavy atoms present the value should be lower still. 
- 1.2 THE DETERMINATION -
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1.2 TIlE DEJERMINATION OF TIlE UNIT CELL AND SPACE moup. 
In order to determine the crystal identity periods and the 
space group symmetry elements, it is appropriate to discuss the 
various types of crystal photographs employed in an analysis, namely 
the Laue, rotating-crystal, and particularly the Weissenberg methods. 
The interpretation of these photographs is best carried out using 
the concept of the reciprocal lattice, which is discussed below. 
1.2 (a) The reciprocal lattice 1,2 
To construct a lattice reciprocal to a given space lattice, one 
takes each interplanar spacing dhkl , and plots in reciprocal 
space, a vector rr hkl parallel to it and in length proportional 
to the spacing reciprocal, 
rr hkl = c 1 
dhkl 
o 0 ••• •• , 1.01 
where c is a proportionality constant. For most discussions 
c is either equal to " , the wavelength of the radiation used, 
or to unity. The lattice consists of the array of points, one 
at the end of each such vector. 
by the collection 
c _1_ 
dhkl 
This array can be represented 
1.02 
It can be shown that such an array of points forms a lattice. 
The Bragg equation has a precise geometrical equivalent in terms 
'. 
of the reciprocal lattice. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.01. 
P is the reciprocal lattice point for the set of planes 
- XY which we -
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XY which we suppose are in reflecting position. XP = A/d 
The X-ray beam QX is reflected by the plane at an angle G, 
the reflected beam making an angle 2G wi th the primary beam • 
• 
If Y lies in the plane QXR then QXY = 9 
At P construct a line perpendicular to XP to meet the incident 
beam at Q. R will also lie on this line. 
Since qt" XY PQX = 9 
Since QPX is a right angle PX/QX = sin G 
QX = PX = __ A_ = 2 (Bragg's Law) 1.03 
sin G d sin G 
For every possible position of P QPX is a right angle. hence 
the locus of P is a cirle with QX (=2) as diameter. 
The positions occupied by all the points P when the planes 
they symbolise are in re fle cting positions are obtained by 
rotating the circle QPX about the diameter QX thus giving a 
sphere . This is known as the" limi ting sphere" or "sphere of 
re fle ction" • 
If the point 0, the centre of the sphere, is joined to P, then 
OQP = OPQ = G 
and . . XOP = 2G 
OP is therefore parallel to XR and also represents the direction 
of the reflected ray. We may thus regard the crystal as 
rotating at 0 and the reciprocal lattice of the same crystal 
rotates about the point where the beam emerges from the sphere. 
- Cylindrical Coordinates -
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Cylindrical Coordinates. A practical way of specifying the 
location of a reciprocal lattice point is by specifying its 
cylindrical coordinates with respect to the rotation axis. 
Thus the position vector ~ is resolved into components parallel 
with and perpendicular to the rotation axis. These two 
coordinates are designated by ( (zeta) and f (xi) and lie in a 
plane containing the rot"tion axis and the original vector ~ • 
This plane makes an angle ¢ with th8 plane containing the X-ray 
beam. The three qua nti ties ¢, f and (completely fix the 
point P - they are its cylindrical coordinates (Fig. 1.02). 
Note that for every photographically recorded spot the Br agg 
glancing angle 9 r·an be calculated if desired, from measurements 
made on the film (Fig. 1.03). The angles 29, y and X are 
related by the spherical trigonometric relation 
cos 29 = cos y cos X ; 
in the cylindrical camera the angles y and X are given by 
y = 2$. radians , 
r 
whence CQS 29 = cos x cos( tan 
r 
Hence 9. 
For the zero layer line y = 0 
tan X 
-1 
= y 
r 
y) ....... 
r 
hence X = 0 
and y = 29 
1.2 (b) Single crystal photographs and their interpret2tion. 
1.04 
1.05 
When taking a single crystal photograph, a. suitable crystal is 
set up on a goniometer head with a zone axis parallel to the axis 
- of rotation -
Fig 1·01 
incid~nt 
b~am 
Fig 1.02 
Fig 1.03 
e 
R 
r"fl~cte'd 
beam 
x-roy beom 
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of rotation, which is perpendicular to the X-ray beam. The 
crystal is irradiated by a narrow beam of monochromatic X-rays 
and the reflections are recorded on a cylindrical film surrounding 
the crystal, the cylinder axis coinciding with the crystal axis of 
rotation. 
rotated about a principal axis 
ThE X-ray photographs obtained by a single crystal/show the 
diffraction spots arranged on a series of parallel straight lines. 
The interpretation of such photographs is best carried out in terms 
of the reciprocal lattice. The crystal may be envisaged as a 
colle ction of reciprocal lattice points. When the crystal rotates 
about one of its axes, the re ciprocal lattice accompani'es it and the 
reciprocal lattice points with in range will pass through the sphere 
of reflection as shown in Fig. 1.04. 
WhEn a reciprocal lattice point cuts the sphere, a diffracted 
beam flashes out from the crystal to the point cutting the sphere. 
It can be seen that the beams will be emitted in the pattern of 
co-axial cones as shown in the Fig. 1.05. The diffracted beams 
strike a photogr aphi c film enclosed in a cylindrical camera whose 
vertical axis is parallel , and concentric with that of the crystal. 
When the film is developed it shows the well known "laY0r lines" of 
spots. 
,Rotation photographs afford a quick and f0irly accurate method 
of obtaining the parameters of the unit cell of the crystal. Let 
us suppose that the crystal is rotatGd about the Z axis. Along 
this axis there are identical diffracting units spaced a distance 
- of "C" apart. -
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of "e" apart. This row of diffracting units perpendicular to an 
X-ray beam produces cones of diffracted rays at angles given 
by n /\ = c sin V (Fig. 1.06), 
where /\ = X-ray wavelength 
c = distance between diffracting unit 
V = is the complement to the semi-vertical angle of the 
cone of reflection 
n is a whole number. 
For the zero layer line n = O. For the 1st, 2nd, 3rd layer lines 
n = I, 2, 3 etc. 
To obtain the length c, the distance y is measured from the film 
I f the camera radius is r the y /r = tan v 
hence c -= !0. 
sin V 
= 
sin 
n/\ 
-1 
tan y/r 
... .... 
By rotating the crystal about al l three of its principa l axes 
the parameters of the unit cell a, b, c can be obtained with 
reasonable accuracy 
The indexing of single-crystal rotation photographs. 
1.06 
,Ve want to find the coordinates f and (of a reciprocal 
lattice point which correspond to a particular spot on the film. 
If the coordinates of a spot on a cylindrical film are x 
(along the equator) and y (along the meridian) then the distance 
( of a reciprocal 
given by sin v = 
lattice point 
-1 
sin tan y/r 
from the equatorial plane is 
....... 1.07A 
The distance f of the point P from the axis of rotation of the 
- reciprocal lattice -
x-roy bfem ' --"~2 ~'---;-:--.-" "'" S "'--
"" S ~ 
. , . ' ~ .. , . 
-'- .- "" S ~ 
"" '\ ~ • ~ . cry~tal _ fllc lprocol 
rotation lattice 
lotti ce row 
pore II el with 
rotation axis 
rotation 
eX i~ 
Fig 1.04 
Fi 9 1·05 
Fi 9 1·06 
"" 
th 
- n leyer line 
__ _ L 
c .-... :~ Y 
----;....----_f~~' '~7.L.:.L--------,l ...... Z fro 
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x- roy bllom 
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reciprocal lattice may be obtained by solving the triangle PUV 
in Fig. l.07B. 
UV = 1 (radius of the sphere) 
UP = cos V 
0/ is the x/r radians 
The n by the cosine rule 
2 
= 1 + cos v - 2cos v cos 0/ 
2 -1 -1 
= if[l + cos (tan y/r) - 2cos(tan y/r) cos x/rJ 
• • • .• 1.07B 
Indexing of the reflections may now be carried out in two ways, 
(i) the film coordinates xy of each reflection can be measured 
and appropriately transformed to the corresponding re-
ciprocal lattice coordinates using the formulae l.07A,l,07B, 
but the calculations are tedious, and SO it is not often 
used; 
(ii) the film coordinates are read directly from a Bernal chart. 
3 
Bernal worked out If; and ( values for all positions on a 
cylindrical film and drew up a chart which has lines join-
ing points of equal If; and ( values. Transparent charts 
of this type are available for cylindrical cameras of 
various radii. 
Indexing is then carried out as folloW5'-
The parameters a, band c of the unit cell are determined 
from layer-line measurements from the corresponding rotation 
photographs. Suppose a crystal is rota ted about the c axis; 
then the points on the zero layer of the reciprocal lattice 
- have indices -
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have indices hkO, too -ones on the- first layer have indices 
th hkl and in general the points on the n layer have indices 
hkn. Thus one index of every spot is determined by its 
layer. It now remains to determine the two other indices 
hand k. This is best done graphically. The reciprocal 
bttice net of t he zero layer of the reciprocal lattice is 
drawn and using the fvalue of a reflection as radius, 
an arc is drawn on the reciprocal lattice using the point 
000 as origin. (Fig. l.OBA). The indices of the reflec-
tion are then determined by where the arc passes through an 
intersection in the reciprocal lattice net. 
In the case of crystals belonging to orthogonal systems the 
reciprocal lattice net for the equatorial layer is simply 
repeated above and below for layers of higher order. Thus 
the same reciprocal lattice net can be used to index all the 
spots on the photograph. In the case of the monoclinic and 
triclinic systems however, the situation is less simple. 
Let us sUP?ose that a monoclinic crystal is rotated about 
its c axis (Fig. 1.08B). Then the zero level of the 
reciprocal lattice is a rectangular array of points and 
indexing may be carried out as before. The other levels are 
also rectangular networks but they do not lie directly above 
and below the zero level, being displaced in the direction 
of aX by distances which are multiples of c~ cos~~. This 
must be taken into account when indexing the upper layers 
- of the reciprocal -
· . Fig \.07 
_______ reclprocol lott I Cf 
__ --------~~~_ rotatr h~ra~ 
y - - y 
~ ~tiP~~~v -;1 ~p~~~ 
o 
circle 
/ of contoct 
A - rlevot ion B - pion 
Sphrrr of rrflll'ction !>urroundrd by c.yJindrical film 
of unit rod ius 
Fig \.08 
f c 
rotation 
oxi, 
hkl I<!yrl 
000 100 2.00 300 
cI- hkO Ifvrl 
A B 
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of the reciprocal lattice. 
When indexing a particular reflection it often happens thut 
the arc described with radius = f goes through two or more 
points on the reciprocal lattice net. It then becomes 
impossible to decide what indices to assign to a spot. This 
is particularly prevalent with reflections at high angles. 
One method of separating these "indeterminate" reflections is 
to take photographs while the crystal is rotated through a 
limited angular range. A set of several photographs is 
required to cover all reflections; on each photograph only 
certain spots appear, because only certain sets of crystal 
planes pass through their reflecting positions in the course 
of the oscillation of the crystal through the selected angular 
range. Thus it is usually possible to decide that because 
a particular spot appears on one photograph and not on 
others it must have been produced by a particular crystal 
plane. This method is laborious however, and it is better 
to use one of the moving-film goniometer methods, which 
offer a quicker and unambiguous way of assigning in indices. 
1.2 (c) Moving film methods. 
A reflection is associated with a particular point of the 
rec i procal lattice of the crystal. This point is identified 
by the coordinates f, C" and ¢. The plane surface of a 
photographic film is, however, two dimensional, and can thus only 
record two coordinates. It follows that one cannot, in general, 
- unequivocally -
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unequivocally index the reflections by rotation and oscillation 
photographs. We have shown that when a rotating crystal is 
irradiated with X-r ays it gives rise to coaxial cones of 
diffracted rays. These cones of diffracted rays give rise to 
layer lines in rotation photographs, and when indexing one 
particular layer 1i ne of spots we are predetermin ing one . of 
the indices hkl. For example, if a crystal is rotated about 
the c axis and the zero layer is indexed, then all the spots will 
have indices of the type hkl3. hand k are unknown and they 
cannot, in general, be fixed unequivocally. This may be shown 
by considering Fig. 1.139. The figure shows the reflection of a 
beam of X-rays by two different prism faces hkO and h 'k 'D. 
In Fig. A the crystal is placed in an arbitary zero position 
where nei ther plane reflects. 
The crystal is then turned through an angle w hkD 
at which setting the plane h,e reflects the X-ray beam according 
to Bragg's law 
n'A = 
The angle GhkD depends only on the spacing of dhkO of the system 
of planes. The angle of rotation WhkD depends on the original 
angle ¢hkD the plane makes with the X-ray beam before rotation 
starts. Now if the planes h'k'O and hkO should have almost 
the same spacing d, then their glancing angle G would be almost 
identical and they would give rise to practically identical spots 
on a fixed film and resolution thus becomes impossible. 
- A reflection -
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A reflection may thus be regarded as having two 
coordinates, which is a function of d 
w which is a function of d and ~o 
If during the rotation of the crystal the film can be moved 
in any direction other than that of the plane of the angle G, 
then the angle W can be measured by the corresponding film 
movement o 
Several mechanisms have been used for this purpose, the 
most important being the ,Veissenberg methodo 
The Weissenberg "lethodo 
The Weissenberg goniometer consists of a goniometer head 
mounted on a spindle which is coaxial with a cylindrical camerao 
The camera travels parallel to its axis during the rotation of 
the crystal 0 The rotation of the crystal and the translation of 
the camera are synchronised by a combination of worm and wheel 
gears 0 When the crystal is oscillated about a zone axis cones 
of diffracted rays are producedo In the Weissenberg method a 
single cone is selected and allowed to fall on the film, the 
others are absorbed by metal screens o 
Instrumental constants,- Weissenberg photographs of the same 
crystal may differ in scale in two 
dimensions 0 One of these scales (along x) depends on only 
the diameter of the camera. The other (along z) depends on the 
coupling of film translation to crystal rotationo (Figo 1010 ) 0 
- A weissenberg -
Fig 1.09 A 
B 
c 
p 
• 
I 
Z (I.)) I xC-r) 
- -- - -- ~ 
,} . 
",,=0 
___ ----...h k 0 ) 
hkO) 
Fig 1.10 
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A ~is5enberg -instrument thus has two instrumental constants 
Cl and C2 corresponding to these two scales. 
From the figure the distance x ex the reflection angley, . 
y = Clx, Cl may be evaluated from the relation 
r =..2§Q r = radius of camera 
x 2 rTr 
= degrees/mm 1.08 
Since a mn scale is most convenient for measuring x it is 
convenient to have Cl equal to some simple whole number for 
the purpose of rapid conversion of x to ¥. On most modern 
instruments Cl = 2, which gives a camera diameter of 
57.296 mm . Fig. 1.10 also shows that as the crystal 
rotates through an angle w the film moves through a distance z, 
Hence w = C2 degrees/mm 
z 
••• It ••• 
It is convenient to have C2 also equal to 2 and photographs 
having Cl = C2 are said to have undistorted scale, whereas 
if they have Cl i C2 they have distorted scale . 
The interpretation of Weissenberg-Ph£tographs. 
The normal beam Weissenberg method is first discussed with 
particular reference to the interpretation of the zero layer of 
the reciprocal lattice. This method is characterised by 
having the axis of crystal rotation normal to the direct X-ray 
beam. 
There are certain striking features of Weissenberg 
photographs of which use is made in the interpretation. The 
- ph 0 togr aphs 
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photographs show that some of the spots appear in straight lines 
running diagonally across the photograph and others are on a 
famil y of curves. The reason for the diagonal lines of spots 
can be understood from Fig. 1.11. In this figure the line OQ 
represents a continuous series of potential reflecting points P. 
This line passes through the origin of the reciprocal lattice 
and as the crystal rotates the line rotates about the point 0 un-
til any point P cuts the sphere of reflection, when a reflected 
beam flashes out. The question is, how does the reflection 
position P move across the film as the abscissa W varies? 
This may be answered directly from the figure, 
Bisect L y 
, 
hen r + SOT = 90 0 
2 
W + SOT = 900 
. • r = W 2 
• • r = 2 o ••••• 0 1.10 
W 
since y and Ware Weissenberg film coordinates the above 
equation may be plotted directly on the film . Fig. 1.12. 
The plot shows that if the line OQ is rotated it produces a 
series of reflections OL on the film. This line passes off 
the positive side of the film at W = 90~ and at the same time 
reappears on the negative side. This occurs because reflection 
1 t 1800 ang es up 0 appear on the upper part of the film, while 
o 0 those between 180 and 360 appear on the lower half of the film. 
, 
The cycle is then repeated by the negative half of OQ , 
- starting -
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starting at W The latter discussion applied only to 
"central" rows, but the laws of reflections for any lattice row 
may be derived with the aid of Fig, 1,13. For simplicity the 
derivation is only applied to the zero layer of the reciprocal 
lattice, The figure shows line GG representing the r eciprocal 
lattice row at a distcnce d from the rotation axis, The 
lattice row, in general, intersects the sphere of reflection on 
two points p' and P", developing two reflecti ons having L 's 
y and y", Assuming that the lattice row has initial 
direction of rj = 0, then OST = w, and the two reflection 
L 's are, 'V ~ :::= W + 0 
y"= W 0 
the L 0 may be evaluated from 
cos 0 = §l = D2 
SP 1 
where = 
Dl may be evaluated from 
cos LOST = cos W 
where Dl = cos W 
and D2 = Dl + d 
= cos W + d 
substi tuting in (il 
cos 0 = f.os W + d 
1 
The reflecti on L 's can now be completely evaluated as 
Y"',y" = W + -1 cos (cos W + QJ. . , , 
1 
- where the _ 
(il 
1.11 
Q 
Ii-I 
Fig 1.11 
0 L 18 
1+1 
i y 
Fig 1.12 (-l 
(rl 
Fig 1.13 
I-I 
I 
I 
IF 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I F 
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I 1,,/ 
Q 
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when the above equation is plotted on the Weissenberg film 
it gives rise to the characteristic curves as shown in Fig.l.14. 
So far the discussion has been a,)plied to the spe cial 
case of a reciprocal la ttice line originally located a long 
¢ = o. It can easily be extended to the more general case 
where ¢ = ¢l (Fig. 1.15). We wish to find t; and ¢ for the 
spot corresponding to the reciprocal lattice point p. 
t; is obtained from the distance x of the spot from the centre 
line of the film, ¥ = 2x (camera diameter 57.3 mm) 
'( = 2x (camera di ameter 57.3 mm) 
From Fig. 1.15 t; = 2 sin r 
2 
The angle ¢l is given by the f act that 
¢l = y. - w 
2 
for the zero layer of the reciprocal lattice Y = 29 (from 
equation 1.05) whence the above equations reduce to , 
t; = 2 sin 9 
¢ = 9 _ w 
............ 
.... 0 ...... 10 
The whole zero l aye r of the reciprocal lattice can thus be 
plotted directly using po l ar coordinates t; and ¢. 
1.12 
1.13 
Cartesian coordinates are more convenient however. These are 
gi ven by 
f = t; sin ¢. e = t; cos ¢ 1.14 
Charts giving cartesian coordinates for all positions on 
the film have been constructed and by placing the base line 
of such a chart on the line of a photograph for which 9 = 0 
- the rectangular -
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the rectangular coordinates of the reciprocal point 
corresponding to any spot on the film can be read. This is true 
whatever the system of symmetry to which the crystal belongs. 
In general it does not matter w'lere along the central line of the 
film the central line of the chart is placed. The coordinates 
read will of course depend on the position of one relative to 
the other, but when reciprocal points are plotted on squared 
paper the result will always be essentially the same. The only 
effect of moving the chart relative to the film is to roti1te the 
reciprocal lattice of the crystal relative to the axes of the 
graph paper on which the plot of the reciprocal lattice points is 
made. In practice, however, one diagonal line of the chart is 
made to coincide with a prominent diagonal line on the photograph 
for convenience in reading the coordinates. With this setting 
spots will in general fall consecutively on only one set of 
curves of the chart. When the reciprocal net is orthogonal, 
spots will fall simultaneous ly on both sets of curves of the chart. 
In the interpretation of spots corresponding to an oblique 
reciprocal net, the coordinates are read and plotted on squared 
paper as before and, in addition, the choice of the unit mesh 
of the reciprocal net has to be made. 
The relations between y and W have only been derived 
for the zero layer of the reciprocal lattice, but can easily be 
extended to cover any layer of the reciprocal lattice. However, 
the normal beam Weissenberg method is not the most convenient 
- for the -
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for the interpretation of the higher layer lines of the reciprocal 
lattice. This is because to interpret normal beam non zero-laYGr 
photographs a Wooster chart is used . To each value of (; there 
corresponds a separ ate char t , which gives the polar coordinate 
of each spot. 
There is, however, a method of recording the higher layers 
of the reciprocal lattice which allows the use of the Weissenberg 
chart for reading the coordinates of the spots. This is the equi-
inclination me thod, which is now described. 
The egui-inclination Weissenberg method. 
Firstly the geometry of the X-ray reflections of the normal 
beam and equi-inclination are compared. The three geome tric 
arrangements are shown in Fig. 1.16. 
Two angles are used to define each arrangement.-
the angle f..L is the complement of the angle between the incident 
beam and the oscillation axis, 
the angle v is the complement of the semi-angle of the cone of 
reflected rays. 
When f..L = 0 then we have the "normal beam" arrangement Fig. 1.16A 
and B. 
When f..L = - v = sin -1 (; /2 we have the equi-inclination urrange-
ment. 
o The maximum practical value of the angle v is about 40 • 
VV shows the axis of oscill ation of the crystal. The reciprocal 
lattice oscillates about X. In the equi-inclination method the 
- incident X-rays -
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incident X-rays form one of the generators of the cone of 
diffracted rays. 
In Fig. 1.17 P is t he foot of the perpendicular from X on 
the reciprocal lattice pl ane. If there is a la ttice poi nt at P, 
the reflecting circle, which has PR as its diameter, will sbnd 
in almost the same relation to the reciprocal la ttice points as 
the equatorial r eflecting circles stood to the points in Fig. l3A 
The only difference is that the r ud ius of the circle PR is 
J 1 - ,,2;4 ins t ead of unity, and consequently, if the 
coordinates are read off on the equa torial Weissenberg chart t he 
values must all be multiplied by the factor J 1 - ,,2 It, to bring 
them to the correct value. Thus equi-inclination photographs 
have the advantage t hat t he same Weisse nber g char t can be used as 
for normal beam equat oria l photographs. 
1.2 (d) The Laue photograph . 
The chief feature of the Laue X-ny goni ometer is that no 
par t of it moves during the t aking of the photograph. Usually 
a flat film is employed. In the transmission photograph the 
incident beam strikes the crys tal and then falls normally on the 
photographic film. In the back reflection photograph the X-rays 
pass through an aper ture in the film before reaching the crystal 
and the beams which are reflected backwards are then recorded 
on the film. It i : sometimes convenient to use a cylindrical 
camera in taking a Laue photograph as this allows the greatest 
r ange of angles of reflections to be recorded on the film. 
- Whi t e radi ation -
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White radiation, which consis t s of a r ange of wavelengths, is 
used. White radi a tion is best obtained from an X-ray tube with 
a tungsten target . I~hen a copper target is used the 
characteristic K wavelengths are removed with an iron filter. 
The reflect i on of X-rays occurs according to Bragg 's equa-
tion n A = 2d sin G. For a given set of plane s d is a 
constant and since the crystal is stationary, G is fixed by the 
setting of the specimen. 
white radiation is used. 
The wavelenth A is variable because 
Thus the set of planes "sele cts" the 
X-rays of appropriate wave Ie nth from the incident non-mono-
chromatic beam, and causes a refle ction to occur. 
The indexing of the reflections is carried out with the 
aid of the gnomonic projection. The procedure is laborious 
however, and although in the past Laue photographs were use.d 
extensively, they are now used almost exclusively f or showing the 
diffraction symmetry or "Laue symmetry" of a crystal. The 
information obtained from the Laue symmetry is meagre. It allows 
the distinction to be made between the different crystal systems , 
and in the more symmetrical systems it also helps to distinguish 
between different classes within a system. 
1.2 (e) The Space Group. 
A study of the external forms of crystals reveals that most 
of them possess geometrical symmetry, namely the occurrence of 
one or more of the following symmetry elements : - axes of rotation, 
centre of symrIl2try, r e flection planes and axes of inversion. 
- Crystals -
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Crystals may be classified into seven main "systems" each charac-
terised by the possession of a certain minimum of symmetry 
elements and referable to certain characteristic axes, e.g. the 
tetragonal system has a single four-fold axis and is r eferable to 
three orthogonal axes, two of them equal. 
The systems may be further divided into classes by the 
addition of the remaining number of s ymmetry elements. The 
geometry of any crystal is then classified by the possession of 
a group of symmetry elements known as a point group. There are 
32 point groups which include all the known types of crysta l 
symmetry. The crystal system may be determined by optical 
goniometry or by taking Laue photographs and analysing the Laue 
symmetry of the crystal, e.g. if a crystal has Laue symmetry mmm 
it belongs to the orthorhombic system. The above methods may 
also give an indication of the class to which the crystal be-
longs. 
The space group requires the additional knowledge of the 
internal symmetry operators, that is symmetry operators in-
volving translation as well as rotation and r e flection : namely 
screw axes and glide planes. The space group cannot be deduced 
from the external form of the crystal. It may however be de-
termined by examining systematic absences in the X-ray reflec-
tions. 
Procedure in deducing the space group. 
The list of reflections is first examined to find the lattice 
- type, -
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type, whether it is simple (p), or compound. Systematic 
absences throughout the whole range of reflections indicate a 
compound lattice, the type of absences showing whether the cell 
is body centred (I), side centred (A, B, C) or face centred (F). 
Systematic absences thr'Jughout a zone of reflections 
indicate a glide plane normal to the zone axis, while systematic 
absences of re flections from a single principal plane indicate a 
screw ax is normal to the plane. 
The Laue group is determined, thus also confirming the 
system. We may now write the diffraction symbol of the crystal. 
This includes the Laue symbol, followed by the lattice type 
followed by detectable glide planes and screw axes, e.g. mmm 
P 212121 means that the Laue symmetry is mmm, thus placing the 
crystal in the orthorhombic system, that the unit cell is 
primitive and that it has three two-fold screw axes parallel 
with the three edges of the uni t cell. 
The diffraction symbol may correspond to one particular 
space group, which is thus unequivocally identified. However, 
there may be several space groups corresponding to a given 
diffraction symbol. The identification of the space group may 
then be aided by several methods:-
(i) knowledge of the crystal class which may be obtained 
sometimes from the morphology of the crystal; 
(ii) study of pyroelectric and piezoelectric effec ts. 
These phenomena are shown by crystals without a 
centre of symmetry. Pyroelectricity shows itself as 
- the separation -
(iii) 
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the separation of el~ ctric charge which occurs on 
heating or cooling the crystal. This may be tested 
very simply by suspending a crystal on a silk thread 
into a vacuum flask containing liquid air. If 
the crystal is pyroelectric it will be attracted to 
the wa lls. 
Piezoelectricity is the charge which builds up in 
a crystal when mechanical pre ssure is exerted on it. 
It is more difficult to detect, but is still used as 
a test. 
The statistica l distribution of the X-ray intensities 
wi th the angle Q can be used to find whe ther the 
crystal has a centre of symmetry and can, in some 
cases , identify the crystal class. 
Wilson showed that for a given unit cel l the 
average value of F2 is a constant whatever the 
symmetry, but the distribution of the magnitudes 
around the average does depend on the symmetry. 
Howells, Phillips and Rogers worked out distribution 
curves for centrosymmetrical and non-centros~nmetri-
cal crystals expressed as the proportion of reflec-
tions having F2 values less than or equal to a given 
. 2 fractlon of the average F The curves are used to 
decide whether a crystal has a centre of symme try or 
not. Fig. 1.lB . shows the distribution for an 
- unknown crystal -
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unknown crystal which is evidently non-centrosymmetric 
This method is, however, subject to certain 
limitations in that the atoms should all be in 
general positions and should not be t oo dissimilar 
in di ffraction power. 
1 .3 THE MEASUREMENT OF INTENSITIES AND THEIR CORRECTION. 
1.3 (a) The integrated intensity .4 
A crystal almost invariably consists of a mosaic of small 
crystalline blocks which are inclined at small angles to each 
other. Thus the intensity of an X-ray reflection cannot 
be measured by simply reflecting the incident beam from the 
crystal face because not all the elements of the mosaic would re-
flect simultaneously. This difficulty can be surmounted if the 
crystal is turned through a smal l angular range, including 
the position for reflection, and the total amount of radiation 
at all angles is integrated. If a crystal reflects an amount 
R(G) per sGcond when set at the angle G, and the incident radiation 
measm;ed in the same way is I per S0C then the integrated reflection 
is defined as G + ·c 
. J hkl P = 
Ghklc 
Ghkl is the Bragg angle of reflection 
c varies with the particular crystal, and is usually 
f lo of the order 0 2' 
The intensity reaches a maximum at the Bragg angle 
- the n falls -
1.15 
• 
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and then falls away rapidly as the Bragg angle is exceeded. 
This is illustrated in Fig. 1.19. The area under the curve 
represents the "integrated" intensity, and the height of the 
peak represents the "peak" intensity. 
1.3 (b) The measurement of intensities. 
Intensity measurements may be carried out using a 
photographic film or a quantum counter. With either of these 
two devices it is pos3ible to measure either the peak intensity 
or the inte grated intensity. The photographic method is more 
widel y used. The X-ray reflections from the different crystal 
planes are recorded as spots of varying darkness on a photographic 
film. The conventional method of measuring photographic 
densities is to pass a beam of light through the dark spot, 
allow it to fall on a photocell and measure the deflection on a 
ga lvanometer connected to the photocell. This deflection is 
compared with that for the clear film. From the results one can 
compute the densi ty of the spot. This, however, is a peak 
density, whereas what is required is the integrated density. 
Several methods to overcome this difficulty have been devised, 
some of the more important ones are, 
(i) The Density Wedge "iethod - the density on the photograph is 
balanced wi th a known densi ty on a density "wedge". Two 
equal beams of light (from the same source) are passed, one 
through the photograph and the other through the density 
"wedge". One adjusts the position of the latter until the two 
- densities are -
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densities are equal. 
(ii) Photometry based on scattering. Bretano5 devised a 
method of photometry which depends on the amount of light 
scattered by the film. The amount of light scattered by 
silver particles is proportional to the number of particles 
which is in turn proportional to the X-ray intensity. 
This only holds up to the region where more than one quan-
tum is received by the same grain. In thi s favourable re-
gion the light scattered by a given area of film is propor -
tional to the integrated intensity. 
6 
(iii) The "Dawton Positive Print lliethod". This method depends 
on the possibility. well known in ordinary photography, of 
making a perfect image of an object. By controlling the 
entire photographic procedure, the resulting photographic 
image should be such that each point on it should reflect 
the samE> as the corresponding point on the original 
object. In X-ray 
photography this result can be attained by preparing a 
posi tive print of a suitably developE>d X-ray negative under 
carefully controlled conditions of exposure and development. 
By matching the negative and posi tive processes the positive 
print consists of a collection of transparent spots on a 
black background. The total transmission of each spot i s 
proportional to the integrated X-ray intensity w!l ich 
reaches the spot on the original film. 
- (iv) Scanning -
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7 (iv) Scanning methods. Robertson and Dawton devised a com-
pletely different method for measuring the integrated 
intensities of spots on a photograph. Their method 
works on the principle of a rapid scan of the X-ray 
reflection, similar to the scanning used in television. 
The spot on the X-ray film is scanned by a small spot of 
light which is passed into a photocell followed by valve 
ampli fication. The output from the valve is proportional 
to the optical transmission of the film. This output is 
fed into a non-linear electrical cir cuit which, in effect, 
transforms the light received by the photocell to the 
densi ty and hence to the X-ray iritensi ty of the spot. 
1.3 (c) The correction of intensities. 
The intensity of an X-ray reflection is controlled by 
several factors which fall into two main categories,-
(i) the geometrical factors, Lorentz, polarization and 
mul tiplici ty; 
(ii) the physical factors , extinction, absor ption and 
thermal vibration. 
Each of these will be mentioned in turn. 
The Lorentz f~ ctor, L, expresses the relative time any 
crystal plane spends within the narrow angular range over which 
refl ection occurs. In terms of the reciprocal lattice concept, 
each "point" of thE' reciproc al lattice has a finite size and as 
it rotates through the sphere of reflection each point spends a 
- finite time -
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fini te time passing through the surface of this sphere. This 
factor varies with the type of photograph. For the equatorial 
8 
re fle ctions on a normal rob. tion photograph it is I 
sin 2 Q 
Polarisation, which occurs on reflection, causes a diminution 
of the intensities of X-rays with incre a sing L of reflection. 
The intensity of any reflection is reduced by this effect to the 
2 fract i on (1 + cos 2 G) . The multip licity factor only 
2 
arises in the methods of recording X-r ays which cannot separ ate 
certain reflections hI kIl l' h2k212 ....... 
in the reflection having total energy 
E Total 
h k 1 , r e sulti ng 
m m m 
= 
When the energies are symmetrically equivalent we have 
E Total = mEhkl m is the multiplicity factor. 
In the Weissenberg method, however, only one plane of the 
crystal reflects to a particular position on the photograph, 
therefore m = 1. 
Most actual crystals are imperfect. A crystal behaves as 
-5 if it consisted of a number of b locks of the order of 10 cm 
in diameter, and hence in structure determina tion it is usually 
safe to assume that the intensity of a reflection is proportional 
to the s qu are of the s tru c ture amp Ii tude. If the crystal is 
not ideally imperfect but consists of rather large lattice blocks, 
the intensi ties of the re flecti ons are proportional t o a power of 
F between 1 and 2, this is "primary extinction". 
"Secondary extinction" affects only the strongest reflections 
- and is due -
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and is due to the fact that the top layer of a crystal reflects 
away an appreciable portion of the primary beam. The strongest 
reflections are thus experimentally less strong than they should 
be in comparison with the weaker reflections. Extinction is 
very difficult to allow for experiment31ly because it depends on 
the physical perfection of the crystal. Primary extinction is 
rare, while secondary extinction can be kept low by using small 
crystals. 
Absorption occurs in small crystals to a large extent, and 
it is important that it should not be ignored. It ha s the 
effects of diminishing the intensities at small L's much more 
than those of the "buck re flections". Corrections have been 
calculated for cylindrica l and spherical specimens and it is 
advantageous to have regularly shaped crystals in order to apply 
the absorption correction accurately. 
Finally a comment on the effect of the thermal vibrations of 
the atoms on X-ray reflections. They have the effect of lower-
ing the intensity of the diffracted beam particularly for the 
more closely spaced planes, where the a tomic displacement may be 
comparable with the plane spacing. The effect increases with the 
L of reflection and with rising temperature. 
The corrections applied to an imperfect crystal may now be 
if 
gathered together and/re lati ve intensities are calculated, then 
the following equation holds for a norma l be am rotation 
photograph (equatori~l l ayer) 
- Intensity -
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. 2 Intenslty oc F m (1 + Cos
22G) TA 
( sin 2G ) 
F = structure amplitude 
T = temperature factor 
A = absorption factor 
1 . 16 
For any particular crysta l all these factors are tabulated 
in the International Tables and Intensities can easily be 
converted to their respective structure factors. 
1.4 FOURIER SYNTHESIS. 
1.4 (a) The structure factor. 
It can be shown that the wave scattered by a crystal can 
be characterised by a compl ex quantity whose magnitude is the 
amplitude of the scattered wave and whose direction in the 
complex plane is determined by the phase of the scattered wave . 
Since this quantity depends on the arrangement of matter in the 
crystal, it is called the "structure factor". The composi tion 
of the structure factor is shown in Fig. 1.20. 
F is the resultant of the waves having amplitudes f l , f2 ••• 
and phases ¢l' ¢2 ••• and may be written as 
= + 
,,-" , i¢ . 
= >' f.e J 
. :.... • .1 J 
j 
+ 0 0 0 
i¢ ' f.e J 
J 
....... 1.17 
the summation is taken over the J atoms of the unit cell. 
¢j can be expressed as a funct i on of the fractional 
coordinates 
- therefore -
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~' F = /f i2Tr(hx . +ky.+1z . ) 
hk1 L.....J / J J J 1. 18 
For the purpose of computation it is convenient to express the 
structure factor in terms of its real and imaginary components. 
From Fig . 1.20 , 
.......... 
1.20 can be rewritten as an explicit function of 
the atom coordi nates, 
Fhkl = ( ~ fj cos 21T(hxj + kYj + lZj» ) + 
J 
i() f. sin 27r(hx. + kyo + 1Z.») 
_-2 J J J J 
j 
As an abbreviation it is convenient to write (Fi g. 1.21) 
A = cos cj 
B = sin cj 
Hence 1.20 can be wri tten as 
It follows that 
(~' ) = LJ f.A. j J J 
A = cos 277\ hx + ky + 1 Z ) 
B = sin 21T(hx + ky + 1z) 
The phase of the structure factor. 
..... ........ 
.. .... ...... 
Fig 1.20 shows that the phase of the structure 
- factor can -
1.19 
1.20 
1.21 
1. 22 
1. 23 
1. 24 
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factor can be computed from 
cos ¢ = 
sin ¢ = 
'" 
). I f,A. 
"., J J 
J 
~-; 
/J LA . 
- -;- J J 
J 
\-, 
/ I f.B . L_._ J J 
J 
.............. 
.............. 
When B = 0 the phase L ¢ degenerates to 0 or 1T • 
This amounts to giving a sign to the structure factor 
namely: when ¢hkl = 0, Fhkl is + 
when ¢hkl = 1T, Fhkl is -
The sign formation is required when a structure is to be 
elucidated by Fourier methods. 
1.4 (c) Fourier Summation. 
1.25 
1.26 
1.27 
In order to follow the re lationship between the structure 
factors and the electron density in the unit cell, we use 
Fourier's theorem. This was first recognised as applicable 
9 
to crys tal structure analysis by W. H. Bragg • 
Any continuous periodic function f(x) can be represented 
as an infini te series of cosine and sine terms" 
f(x) = a + a l cos x + 0 a2 cos 2x + .... ~ ................ 
+ bl sin X + b2 sin 2x + ........................ 
- which may -
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+00 
which may be written f(x) = ao + I: (an cOs nx + bn sin nx) 
00 
.. " " " " . 1.28 
This function repeats itself every x = 2~ 
The idea may be extended to three dimensions. 
A continuous three dimensional function f(x, y, z) which 
repeats itself every x = 2~, y = 2:~, z = 2~ can be written as 
f (x, y, z) = a 
000 
cos(px + qy + rz) 
p=oo q= 00 r= 00 
+ b sin(px + qy +rz)] pqr " " " " ... " 
it being understood that the term for p = q = r = 0 be 
omi tted from the bracketed terms. 
This equation is adaptable to the case of a continuously 
variable elc:ctron density p (x, y, z) which repeats every 
a, b, c along the axes of x, y, z • 
• '. the series becomes 
+00 +00 +00 
1.29 
p(x, y,.z) = a 000 [a cos 2 ~ (px + qy + rz) pqr 
-00 -00 -00 
+b sin2~(px+qy+rz)] pqr 
where x, y, z are the practical coordinates of atoms in 
the unit ce 11. 
10 
It can be shown that the relation between the 
coe fficients a , b and the structure factors is pqr pqr 
simple and gives rise to the following expression for 
the observed electron density p(x, y, z) at any point 
- in the -
1.30 
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in the unit cell. 
+00 
p(x,y,z) := & ~(OOO) + )' I F(hkl) obs I x 
-00 -00 -00 
cos [2rr (hx + ky + lz) - ¢ (hkl)] J .... 1.31 
where, v := volurre of the uni t ce 11, 
F(OOO) := number of e's in the unit cell, 
¢ (hkl) := phase ~ of the reflection hkl. 
Ideally the summation of the electron density equation 
should be carried out for an infinite number of terms but in 
practice only those F(hkl)Obs values which are available from 
intensi ty measurements can be used. If only a few F(hkl) b 
o s 
values are used there will be a termination-of-series error in 
the computed values of the electron denSity map, and the re-
sulting atomic peaks in the map will be poorly resolved. The 
labour of computing the electron denSity, at regular small 
intervals (say 1/60th of cell edges) throughout the unit cell is 
very great and will b ke several hundred hours if on ly a desk 
calculator is used. For this reason computer methods are 
widely employed nowadays. 
In practi ce the electron density is computed at intervals 
of 1/60 th or 1/120th of the uni t oe 11 edge . One usually 
computes a two dimensional electron density projection 
of the crystal when working wi th relatively simple structures. 
The unit cell projection is divided up into 60 (or 120) intervals 
along the edges and the calculated electron density is plotted 
- on the correct -
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on the correct point of the drawn network. Contours may then 
be drawn at suitcble intervals, and the result is an electron 
density map, the atoms being indicated by a series of peaks 
on the map. 
The magnitudes of the F's can be determined from the 
measured intensities, but there is no experimental means of 
observing the phases ~hkl' Thus the data for computing a 
Fourier synthesis are insufficient and it appears that crystal 
structures are indeterminate due to the unknown phases. This 
constitutes the "phase problem" of X-ray crystallography which 
can be solved , within certain limits, by app lication of the 
Patte rson function. 
1. 5 THE PATTERSON AVERAGING FUNCTION. 11 
1. 5 (a) Theory. 
Patterson derived a function in the form of a Fourier 
se ri es depending on the IFhkll2,s alone, which are avai l abl e 
directly from intensity measurements. This kind of function 
can be derived by forming products of each Fhkl with its complex 
conjugate. These products can be devised from products in the 
electron-density function. 
The Fourier representation of the electron density at a 
fractional coordinate x of a one dimensional structure of 
period a is 
p (x) 
h=oo 
-i217" hx 
Fh e 
- The electron -
1.32 
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The electron density at another point x + u is 
p (x + u) = 
+00 
1 '\ F 
;;- &00 h 
-i 21Th(x + u) 
e 
The product of these is 
+00 +00 
· ..... . 1.33 
p(x)p (x + u) = (l L Fh e-i21ThX)(l L Fh e-21Th(x + u)) 
a h-oo a h=-oo 
· ..... . 
It can be shown that the average electron density 
product for points separated by the chosen interval u is 
+00 
A(u) = 1 
a 
}, 1 (FhF -h) ei21Thu 
h=-oo a 
F_h is the complex conjugate of Fh, 
· ... .. . 
Expressing F as the sum of its real and imaginary parts 
Fh = A + iB 
F_h = A iB 
then FhF_h = A2 + B2 = I Fh l2 • ••• 0 •• 
Thus the Fourier serie s can be written as 
+00 
A(u) 1 L Fh 2 i2 7T hu = e · ....... 
"2 h-oo 
a 
This means that the average electron density product at a 
selected fractional separation u can be found from a 
- Fourier -
1.34 
1.35 
1.36 
1.37 
1.5 (b) 
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I Fh I 2/a2 Fourier series having as coefficients. 
The function may also be derived in two- and three-
dimensional form, e.g. for a two dimensional form the Patterson 
function will be 
A(u , v) = 
+00 +00 
~L I Fhko ,2 e i27T (hu + ky) k- 00 h- 00 
where S = area of the uni t cell projection. 
The interpretation of the Patterson map. 
The Patterson map .is plotted in the same way as a 
1.38 
Fourier map, but the ensuing peaks are interpreted differently. 
Patterson showed t hat a Fourier synthesis employing values of 
2 F yields peaks at vector distances from the origin which are 
equal to the vector distances between pairs of atoms in the cell. 
The relation between peaks in the Patterson synthesis and the 
corresponding atoms is conveniently discussed for the two 
dimensional Patterson which is the most practical form of the 
function. Consider the projection ab of the unit cell of a 
crystal having atoms ABC as shown in Fig. 1.22. The resulting 
Patterson function will give rise to peaks A', B' and C' as 
shown in Fig. 1.22 such that OA' = AB, OB' = BC and QC' = AC . 
The height of each peak is proportional to the product of the 
scattering powers of the two atoms concerned. The Pa tter son 
function always has a large peak at the origin which signifies 
the electron density product of each atomic peak with itself. 
- The usefulness -
1.5 (c) 
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The usefulness of the Patterson synthesis is subject to certain 
limitations which are inherent in all vector diagrams. In the 
case where a structure contains several atoms whose atomic 
distances do not vary by very much, some of the vectors will be 
very close together and the individual peaks will not be 
resolved. Further, the nU'nber of peaks in a vector map rises 
rapidly with the number of atoms in the cell. I f there are N 
atoms in the cell, then there will be N(N - I) peaks in the 
vector map. 
One way to overcome the difficulty of interpreting the 
Patterson synthesis is to have a crystal which contains a small 
number of heavy atoms per unit cell . The Patterson peaks due to 
these atoms then stand out against a background of overlapping 
smaller peaks, thus giving the coordinates of the heavy atoms. 
This allows a large number of the phases to be calculated and 
the remaining atoms can be subsequently located by direct 
Fourier me thods • 
12 
The minimum function. 
The Patterson synthesis is essentially the vector set of the 
electron density, so that it is possible to analyse Patterson 
syntheses by vector-set methods. This implies finding suitable 
functions which wi 11 automati call y find images in a Patterson 
synthesis. Such a function is called an image-seeking function. 
The desired characteristics of such a function can be seen from 
Fig. 1.23. This figure shows the points of a vector set 
- assembled -
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assembled into a set of n n-gons (n = 5 in this ca92). 
Let us suppose that the solution is known, i.e. that one 
knows the relative positions of the vertices of one polygon. 
The relative position can be de fined by the origin plus (n-l) 
case. The polygon is now moved to another location of the cell 
by a translation having components xyz. The new location of the 
coordinates of the vertices are 
000 + 
+ 
+ 
xyz 
xyz 
xyz 
) 
) 
\ 
) 
) 
) 
) 
(i) 
Then a desirable image-seeking function would be one which would 
have a value of zero when the translation xyz does not cause th~ 
original polygon to coincide with one of its images, but whi ch 
would have a high value when the translation does cause such a 
coi ncide nce • Such a function is the minimum function, which is 
defined as the minimum value of the several Patterson values 
which occur at the vertices of the polygon used to search for 
images of itself . 
If the original polygon has p vertices at OOO,ul vl wl ...... 
u l' v l' w l' then on translating the polygon through xyz, p- p- p-
its vertices have p sets of coordinates similar to those listed 
in (i) . The minimum function may be then designated by 
- Wifl (xyz) 
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Mp(xyz ) = M [P(OOO + xyz ), 
Kl P(UIVIWl + xyz), 
K 1 p(u l' v l' w 1 + xyz )] P- p- p- p- 1.39 
The K's are constants which normalise the values of the 
Patterson function at the vertices of the polygon to the 
same value. 
A simple app lication of the minimum function is to 
images composed of centrosymmetrical interactions. 
The relation between the electron densi ty and r'S is demonstrated 
by Fig. 1.24. 
Fig. 1.24A shows a simple centros ymmetri cal fundamental 
set while 1. 24B shows its Patterson proj9ction. 
Note that all centrosymmetrical interactions, aa and bb 
have single we i ght while the others are multiple . 
If a line from the origin to aa is established as a line 
whose images are to be found, then the minimum values at the 
ends of the line when in imilge position have the form 
a~ (xyz ) = 2p aP(XYz) 1.40 
The only exception occurs for images contai ning the origin for 
which the coefficients 2 in 1.40 does not appear due to the unit 
nature of point aa. 
If we want to seek for images of bb we obtain the 
vector set shown in 1.24C and the minimum function may be 
- written as -
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wri tten as 
2 
" PbP(xyz) · ..... . 
Buerger ha s shown that due to overlaps of "squared atoms" 
1.40 and 1.41 should be written as inequalities, which may 
in turn be combined to give a more powerful inequality. 
_1_ b~ (xyz) ~ p(xyz) 
2pb 
1 b (xyz); 2 ~ (xyz)] ~ P (xyz) 
Pb 
· ..... . 
· ..... . 
... .. 
1.44 may be represented by Fig. 1.24D. This shows 
thzt the combination of two minimum functions seeking line 
1.41 
1.42 
1.43 
1.44 
images is equivalent to a minimum function seeking quadrilateral ' 
images. Thus we may wri te from 1.42, 1.43, 1.44 
M [2~a a~~ (xyz); ~b b~ (xyz)] "abM4 (xyz) o •••••• 1.45 
and 1.44 shows abM4 (xyz) ~ P (xyz) 1.46 
Jhe practical application of the minimum function. 
Suppose that a two dimensional Patterson synthesis is to 
be decomposed by means of the minimum function . If the 
centrosymmetrical image point has coordinates u, v then the 
minimum value of the function uVi'~(xy ) " M [P(xy); p(u + x, 
v + y)] can be determined from examining the numerical values 
of the Patterson function at all pairs of paint xy and x + u, 
- y + v -
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y + v and noting the minimum va lue for each such pair. 
In order to have the origin of x and y in the resulting map 
coincide with an inversion centre, Fig. 1.24A and B shows that this 
minimum value should be recorded on the map of the minimum function at 
t(u + x), t(v + y) instead of at xy. This new map contains a set of 
definite values of the minimum function uVM2 (xy)' This analytical 
method has the disadvantage, however, of being discontinuous. 
A continuous procedure for finding "'S requires a contoured 
Patterson map. Two Patterson syntheses are prepared and they are 
contoured in colour. The tracings are superimposed, and the minimum 
function can be contoured by tracing on a third sheet the contours from 
the two underlying Patterson maps which show the minimum values. 
This now gives the minimum function ~. Maps of the minimum function 
of higher rank may also be derived. In practice this is done by 
tracing two W~ maps based on two different centrosymmetrical image points 
and combining these to form an M4 map. This procedure may be extended 
when ne ces sary. The firal result is a rough electron density map which 
gives the approximately correct position of the atoms, which may be 
recognised by the relative heights of the peaks. 
1.5 (d) The Patterson Box. 
An optical transformation from crysta l structure to the 
Patterson projection can be carried out with the aid of a 
13 .. 14 15 Patterson Box. This was shown by Robertson ,Hagg ,Bragg 
_ and Vand16 - . 
16 
and Vand 
Fig. 1.25. 
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The theory of Robertson's method is shown in 
AA', BB', CC' are pla nes at right angles to the 
paper. A diagram of the crystal structure, is placed in 
the pl une AA' with atoms in pos i tions marked 1, 2 etc. 
A duplicate di agram on a s ma ller s cale is pla ce d in the pl ane 8B '. 
The scale is such th a t the r a ys 11', 22' etc converge at 0 on 
CC . For simplicity let BB' be halfway between AA' and CC', 
then the map on BB' is on half sC Cl le of that on AA'. 
The r a y from a ny atom in AA' to the same atom in BB' arrives at 0 
in CC', which is the Patterson origin. 
The ray from any atom (say 1) in AA' to a different atom in BB' 
(s ay 2 ') arrives at a point in CC' (point 12 ') whose distance from 
o is equal t o the i nte ratomic dista nce 1, 2' in the crysta l 
structure. Thus the pl a ne CC' shows the loc a tion of the 
Patterson peaks corresponding to the atom locations in AA' . 
The construction is equally va lid in t wo dimensions, and the points 
in CC' wi 11 constitute u vector map of the points in AA'. 
Hiigg pointed out thQt if the atoms in AA', BB' are represented by 
holes punched in cardboard, the pattErn produced at CC' will 
represent the Patt e rson peaks, and the total intensity in a 
Pa tterson Pe ak can be corre ctly reproduced by making the holes in 
AA' and BB' proportional to numbers of electrons in the corresponding 
atoms. The Patterson Box thus a ffords a r apid method of solving 
a simple crystal structure by tr i al and error methods. Essenti a lly 
one makes a series of cards of possible structures and compares the 
resulting Patterson projections with the calculated Patterson 
projection, the correct structure giving the required Patterson 
p attern . 
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PREVIOUS WORK ON CsMn04 • 
W. Mu thmann 17 p:cepared CsMn04 crys tals from the solution 
obtained by treating an aqueous solution of Ba(Mn04 )2 with an 
aqueous solution of Cs2S04 , and filtering off the precipitated BaS04 . 
He found by optical methods that the dark violet, I)rthorhombic, bi-
pyramidal crystals have the axial ratio a,b:c = 0.8623,1,0.6853, 
and gave 3.5974 for the specific gravity and 70.042 for the molecular 
weight. W. Muthmann also found that the salt was sparingly soluble 
in cold water and freely soluble in hot water. 
18 R. J . Meyer and H. Best prepared CsMn04 from the liquid 
obtained by treating an aqueous soluti on of AgNh04 with an aqueous 
solution of CsCl and filtering off the precipitated AgCl • 
. 19 E. Moles and M. CrespI obtained the salt from a solution 
o 
of 3.2 g of KMn04 and 4 g CsN03 in 50 ml of water at 60 C and cooled 
o 
to ° c. They gave 3.5 g for the specific gravity. 
1.1. Saslawsky20 gave 3.55 for the specific gravity and 
calculated the contraction which occurs in forming the salt from 
its elements. 
3. 
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OBJECT OF RESEARCH. 
The object of the research was to find the crystal 
structure of CsMn04 by X-ray diffraction methods. 
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4. APPARATUS. 
4.1 THE X-RAY GENERATORS AND ACCESSORIES. 
Two generators were used in the project: 
(a) A Philips PW 1009, employing a sealed X-ray tube, and operated 
at a voltage of40 Kv and a tube current of 20 rnA. A copper 
target was used. 
(b) A Hilger and Wat ts Microfocus Cenerator, which has an X-ray tube 
which is continuously evacuated by an oil diffusion pump backed 
by a rotary oil pump. The generator was operated at 50 Kv 
and 3 rnA, and a demountable copper target was used. 
The Laue camera and the rotation and Weissenberg goniometers 
used were made by Unicam. The integrating Weisse nberg was made by 
Stoe (Heide lberg). 
The goniometer heads on the instruments are interchangeable 
and the rotation goniometer has an optical goniometer. 
The films used were Kodak "Industrex D" for the determination 
of intensities and Kodak "Kodirex" for other purposes. The Kodirex 
o films were developed in D 19 b developer for 5 minutes at 20 C, 
immersed for 5 seconds in a stop bath of 3',6 acetic acid, and fixed for 
5 minutes with agitation in Kodak X-ray fixer. This was followed by 
a 10 minute suspension in the fixer. The films were then washed in 
running water for 30 minutes and subsequently dried in a fume cupboard 
in order to avoid dust. 
- 4.2 The-
4.2 THE PHOTOMETER. 
The Stei nheil 
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21 Densitometer used by Woods was used to 
measure the intensities of the diffraction spots. 
The ins trument is shown in Fig. 4.1. The light source consisted 
of a Philips cold l amp rated at :0 watts which was cooled by a stream 
of compressed air. 8 volts was supplied across the lamp from a bus 
battery which was in turn charged by a battery-charger while in use . 
The voltage was kept constant by means of a variable resistance in 
the circui t. 
The light transmission was measured by a photo-emissive search 
head connected to an electronic photometer, both manufactured by the 
Photovolt Corporation of New York. The photocell was covered by a 
head having an adjustable aperture enabling the measurement of spots 
of different size. While not in use, the search head, consisting of 
the photo-cell and lead-wires, was kept in a desiccator over silica 
gel. This was done so as to avoid the break down of electric~l 
insulation which occurs due to at,nospheric moisture. The whole 
system was very stable and gave reproducible results in the measure-
ment of intensities. 
- 5. EXPERIMENTAL-
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5. EXPERIMENTAL. 
5.1 PREPARATION OF CsMn04 CRYSTALS. 
Small impure crysbls of caesium perrnanganate were obtained by 
adding an aqueous solution containing 5 9 of CsN03 to an aqueous solu-
tion containing 4 g of KMn04 , both solutions being at 60
0C. The r e -
gents were of AnalaR quality. The solution thus obtained cooled to 
o ° C and the crystals obtained were purified by r ecrysta llising four 
times from distilled water. A great deal of difficulty was encountered 
in growing suitable crystals. The methods employed are listed below: 
(i) Cooling a saturated solution from 900C to room temperature in n 
bolt-head flask (a) slowly, (b) fast (using an ice bath). Rough 
uneven crystals were obtained. 
(ii) Cooling a saturated solution from 700C to room temperature in a 
(iii) 
thermos flask. The crystals obtai ned were too small to use. 
o Pouring a saturated solution at 60 C on a perspex surface. 
rough crystals were obtained. 
Very 
(iv) Heating a saturated solution to BOoC, cooling to room temperature, 
evaporating to 2/3 the original volume under an Infra-Red l amp and 
fil tering through a cintercd glass [NO.4 porosity] filter. The 
fil trate, now comparatively free of nuclei Wd S further evapor ., ted to 
half the original volume under an Infra-Red lamp and allowed to cool 
to ro:nn temper atur e. It Vias then aHo'.le d to stand for 2-4 days, 
looking at it every few hours, until large enough crystals were 
formed. Sui table crystals were obtained. 
(v) a refinement to t he above method was carried out by using dust-
free water and working in a dust-free laboratory. 
yielded more and better crystals than the above. 
This method 
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5.2 SELECTION OF MATERIAL SUIHBLE FOR CRYSTAL STRUCTURE ANALYSIS. 
5. 2 (a) Choice of crystal siz ~ . 
From consideration of elementary absorption theory it can 
be shown that : 
I 
where 
22 
- f.Lt I e 
o 
I = intensity of X-ray beam, 
I = ini tial intensity of X-ray beam, 
o 
f.L = linear absorption coefficient, 
..... .. 
t = thickness of Xal traversed by X-ray beam, 
5.1 
and further that the optimum crystal size is of the order of f.L!2. 
Unfortunately it sometimes happens that the optimum thickness 
thus calculated is exceedingly small, due to a high f.L, and a 
compromise has to be reached, taking into account the shape and 
size of the crystals available . Crystal size and shape are of 
importance because, as will become evident in the discussion later 
on, it is di f ficult to correct diffracti on intensities for the 
absorption of the crystal • Usually crystals of approximately 
• 1 - .2 mm in cross sectional diameter are appropri ate for 
intensity determination, but the size should be chec~ed by taking 
a prelimi nary zero-layer Weissenberg photograph. If the re-
flections near the centre line of the photograph show less intense 
centres this indicates that absorption is still high and a smaller 
crystal should be used . 
5.2 (b) Defective crystals. 
There are two ways in which a crystal may be seriously 
- defective ~ -
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defective, it may be twinned or it may be excessively imperfect. 
Twinning - The basic difficulty with twins is that, in effect, one 
examines the interpenetrating reciprocal lattices of the indivi-
duals of the twin under the impression that one is dealing with 
the reciprocal lattice of a single crystal. This implies that 
one misjudges the point group symmetry, space group symmetry, the 
! Fhkl!'s and possibly the unit cell of the crysta l too. 
Twinning may be suspected when studying characteristic extinctions. 
In general twinning has the effect of annulling extinctions, so 
that a crysta l which appears to belong to a space group with few 
or no extinctions should be regarded with suspicion. 
Crystal imperfection - i'\hat is regarded as a single crystal some-
times behaves as an aggregate of smaller crystals in sub-parallcl 
orientation. This imperfection is due to growth, and the photo-
graphs from such crystals are characteristic. Each re flection 
consists of a main reflection accompanied by some satellite 
reflections. The photographs are quite unsuitable for intensity 
determination. 
In the case of the particular compound being studied in 
this project, it was found that thin plate-like crystals of 
CsMnO 4 on long exposure to the atmosphere, curved cons iderabl y and 
gave Laue photographs showing streaky and ill defined reflections, 
presumably due to internal strain in the crystal. Laue 
photographs were subsequently used as a test before any photographs 
for intensity determination were taken. 
- 5.3 OPTICAL-
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5.3 OPTICAL GJNIOMETRIC STUDY. 
A goniometric study was carried out using a R. Fuess (Berlin) 
single circle optical goniometer. The readings obtained are 
only accurate to w:ithin 10 minutes of a degree because the 
crystills were very small and the reflections obtained were not 
always good. The readings obtained were: 
the angle between (210) and (210) = 81°50' 
° tan 40 5~'= £ = 1.734 
the angle between (001) and (101) = 38°168 
b 
° tan 38 16' = £ = 0.789 
the angle between (001) and (Oll) = 53°52' 
a 
tan 53°528 = £ = 1.370 
the angle between (001) a nd (211) = 64°24' 
b 
a : b c = 1.734: 1 1.370 
Muthmann quoted the values a b:c = 0.8623 1 : 0 .6853 . 
These were evidently obtained using incorrect indices, because 
if the following indices are used with the experime ntal readings : 
the angle between (1l0) and (110) = 81°50' 
o 
tan 40 5*' = 0.867 
the angle between (001) and (012) = 53°52' 
° tan 53 52' = c = 1.370 
b72 
a : b : c = 0.86, ' : 1 0.685 £ = .685 
b 
These compare closely to Muthmann's values. 
A stereographic projection, and an accurate drawing of 
the crystal are shown on tte rext page. The radius of the 
stereogram is 2t inches. 
- 5.4 ACCURATE-
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5.4 ACCURATE SETTING OF CRYSTALS. 
When crystals had suitable faces, they were accurately set by 
means of the optical goniometer. However, when the faces of the cry-
stals were imperfect and gave di ffuse optical reflections or when the 
faces were too few, then the crystals were set by preliminary X-ray 
photographs. Several methods were used. 
5.4 (a) Small angle oscillation photographs23 • 
The crystal was set approximately parallel to the axis of 
o 
rotiltion by optical mt!thods, and a small angle (10 - 15 ) 
oscillation photograph was tnken with one of the arcs of the 
goniometer head set parallel to the beam for the mean posi tion of 
the crys tal. The equatorial reflections ilre found to be o~ a 
curve, the shape of which shows how the crystnl is mis-set. 
This is best appreci<lted in terms of the reciprocal lattic€> (Fig.5.l). 
In Fig. 5.lA. the c nxis of th~ crystill is displaced from the 
rotation axis in the plane normal to the beilm. The zero layer 
of the reciproc<ll lattice is ti 1 t ed in the same way ilnd its plane 
cuts the sphere of reflection ilS shown by the dots. 
In Fig . 5.lB. the c axis of the cryst<ll is tilted in the 
plilne of the incident X-ray beam. 
On the flattened out film the spots f orm on curves ilS shown 
in Fig. 5.1. When the displacement of the c axis has components 
in both directions, an intermediilte curve is obtained (Fig. 5.IC). 
The angle a of the equiltorial line gives the correction t o be 
supplied to the corrusponding arc. 
This method is slow and not always satisfactory beciluse 
- sometimes -
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sometimes very few spots occur on the photograph and it is very 
difficult to determine the shape of the curve and measure the 
angle 0:. 
5.4 (b) Laue photographs. 
A simple end quick method of setting a crystal is by using 
Laue photographs. This meth od can only be used for crystals of 
high symmetry. The crystcl was set approximately by optical 
methods with one of the principal axes parallel to one of the 
goniomet~r arcs. A Laue photograph was then taken wi th one of 
the arcs parallel to the incident beam. The photograph then r e-
vealed directly the displ ,acement of the component of the rotation 
axis perpendicular to the incident beam 0:1 Fig. 5.2A. 
o The crystal was rotated through 90 and another Laue photograph 
taken, thus r eve a ling the displccement 0:2 of the rot~ tion axis 
parallel with the other arc on the goni ometer he ad, Fig. 5.2B. 
This m2thod has the advantage of being quick, but is not 
accurate to more than to, wh ich is insufficient for taking good 
rotation and Weissenberg photographs. 
5.4 (c) A third24 method for setting crystals is to take three rotation 
photographs at slightly differe nt angle settings, and hence work 
out the correct orientation by a simple graphical procedure. 
The shape of the zero l ayer line on the film was as shown in 
Fig. 5.3. The angle 0: for any setting was obtained from 
measurements of 1 and c fr om the photograph, but it was found that 
the distance 2 c was difficult to judge on the film due to the 
- varying sizes -
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varying sizes of the spots, and the method proved to be generally 
unsatisfactory. 
5.4 (d) The m~thod finally used25 consisted of taking a Laue photograph of 
a cryst21 on u cylindrical C3mC!ra and having one of the Q rcs of 
the goniometer heud parallel to the incident beam. A second 
photograph is superimposed on the first by turning the crystal 
o through 180 • From this composite photograph it is possible to 
determine both arc errors and the direction of each can be deduced 
if one of the components of the photogruph is given a longer 
exposure than the other. 26 Hendershot has shown that an angular 
error i l in the arc perpendicular to the beam. 
o = R sin 2G sin i 
~ 1 
....... (i) 
and for an angular error i2 in the arc parallel to the beam, 
O!I = R(l - cos 2G) sin i2 ••••• (ii) 
~ 
are distances of displa ced points from the ideal position 
of the zero 11yer line at Brugg angle G • R = r.adius of the 
cumerae 
Equations (i) and (ii) show that at G o = 45 , the value of 
o II is hillf its maximum and that if 0 ~ is at its maximum. At 
o G = gO, the value of 011 is a maximum ilnd thilt of O~ is zero. 
The displacement at G = 45° on one side of the film, is due to 
the sum, and on the other side to the difference of the errors 
in the two arcs. (0 I + (2 ) and (01 - ( 2 ) Ciln be measured at 
o G = 45 on the film, and 0 ~ ilnd 0 II are obtained. For a CLl.ffit?r2 
of radius 2.865 cm, 20~ ilnd 2011 in mm are equal to the errors in 
degrees (i l and i2 respectively) in the two arcs. 
- The dire ction -
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The direction of the erros for each arc can be found from 
comparing the curve of the zero line with the heavier exposure 
with the specimen curves given in the article. 
The method proved to be very rel iable, and was used 
frequently in thE: project. 
5.5 LAUE PHOTOGRAPHS. ROTATION PHOTOGRAPHS. WEISSENBERG PHOTOGRAPHS. 
5.5 (a) Laue photographs. 
In order to establish the Laue class and the orthogonality 
of the crystal, six Laue photographs were taken as follows. 
The crystal was accurately set up with the a axis vertical, and 
perpendicular to the X-ray beam. A Laue photograph was taken 
wi th the incident beam paralle I to the b axis. The crystal was 
o then turned through 90 and a second Laue photograph was taken 
with the incident beam parallel to the c axis. Both photographs 
exhibi ted mm symmetry which proved that a.L b .L c . This 
result was checked by taking two other sets of photographs with 
the crysta l set so that the band c axes respectively were 
perpendicular to the X-ray beam. 
Three specimen Laue photographs taken with the incident' beam 
parallel to the a, band c axes respectively are shown in Fig. 5. 4. 
They all exhibit mm symmetry. 
The Laue photographs were taken with the camera at a distance 
of 5.00 cm from the crystal. Kodak Industrex "0" fi 1m was 
used. The details of t he Laue photographs are as follows: 
" p)')Qtograph -
Fig 54 
L-___________________ _ 
Photograph BB 34 
Photograph BB 57 
Photograph BB 54 
5.5 (b) Rotation photographs. 
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X-ray beam parallel to "a" axis -
exposure 4 hours . 
X-ray beam paralle l to "b" axis -
exposure 4 hours. 
X- ray beam parallel to "c" ax is -
exposure 4 hours. 
Rotation photograph; of the crysta l rotating about the three 
orthogonal axes were taken using two cameras of radii 3.00 cm 
and 5. 73 cm respectively. The photographs taken on the smaller 
camera were used for the indexing of the ref l ections, while those 
taken on the larger camera were used for determining the magni tude 
of the unit cell parameters from layer line measurements. 
Fig. 5.5 shows rotation photographs with the crystal rotating 
about the three orthogonal axes. Kodak Indus trex "D" film was 
used . The details of the rotation photographs are as follows: 
BB 47 rotation about "a" axis - exposure B hrs. 
Camera radius 3.00 cm. 
BB 30 rotation about "b" axis - exposure 4 hrs. 
Camera radius 3.00 cm. 
BB 43 rotation about "c" axis - exposure B hrs. 
Camera r adius 3.00 cm. 
BB 31 rotation about "b" axis - exposure 16 hrs. 
Camera radius 5.73 cm. 
5.5 (c) Weissenberg photographs. 
Zero layer normal beam and equi-inc l ination higher layer 
Weisse nberg photographs were taken with the crystal oscillating 
w about the -
Fig 5 5 
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about the three orthogonal axes. Fig. 5.4 shows photograph 
cc 9 a zero layer Weissenberg photograph with the crystal 
oscillating about the b axis. 
Kodak "Kodirex" film was used, the exposure being 10 hours 
on a camera of diruneter 5.73 cm. Some of the spots are 
numbered to facilitate indexing. 
6, 27. 
5.6 THE DAWTON POSITIVE PRINT TECHNIQUE. 
The intensities of the X-ray reflections were measured using the 
Dawton positive print method. The theory of thi 5 me thod was outlined 
in the introductiol" (page 26). Buerger has shown that to make a 
positive print it is necessary that the photographic density D of the 
positive should be a linear function of the logarithm of the relative 
exposures of the negative (log E). This is the same as saying that 
the transmission T of the positive be a linear functi on of the 
relative exposure E of the negative. 
The reciprocity l aw is obeyed by films exposed to X-rays hence, if 
the time factor is constant, the exposure is proportional to the 
intensity and thus the transmission of the spots on the positive will 
be proportiona 1 to the inte nsi ty on the negati ve • This is only true 
up to a limiting value of the density. Arising from this it can be 
28 
shown that if Y is the slope of the straight central part of the 
curve D vs log E, a condition far perfect reproduction can be shown 
to require that YpYN = 2. P and N re fer to posi ti ve and ne gati ve. 
In choosing the correct materials and procedures required to obtain 
suitable positive prints, we must consider (i) the choice of x-ray 
" film to be -
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film t o be use d as negative and the determination of its ¥ curve, 
(ii) the development technique in order to develop the negative t o a 
suitable ¥-value, (iii) the choice of a film to be used as positive, 
(iv) the printing times for the positive so as to obtain a linear 
relationship between the transmission of the positive and the exposure 
of the negative. These factors are now discussed in turn. 
(i) Two type of film were used as negative throughout the project: 
Industrex "D" and Kodirex. These films have relative speeds of 
27 and 55 .. r espectively and it was decided to use Industrex "D" 
because being the slower film it has finer grain and is less 
prone to background fogging. Industrex "D" film is normally 
developed for 5 minutes at 200 C in Kodak D 19b developer. From 
these conditions we obtain a ¥ value of 3 and consequently the 
positive film would have to be developed to a ¥ of 0.3 
(ii) Kodak Commercial Ortho Sheet film was chosen for the positive 
print. It was decided to develop this to a value of ¥ '= 0.5 
and hence the ¥ of the Indus trex "D" had to be lowered to a 
value of 2 in order to satisfy the condition ¥NyP '= 1. 
To obtain a lower contrast for the Industrex "D", shorter 
development times in D 19b were tried, but to no avail. The 
desired effect was obtained by using Kodak D 76 developer, to 
which 2 cc 1% KI and 20 cc 2.:% KBr had been added per 4 litres 
29 
of developer The final experimental procedure was as follows : 
the f ilm was presoaked in water for 2 minute sand deve l oped for 
3 minutes with constant agitation at 200 C. The film was then 
dipped into a stop bath of 3% CH3COOH and fixed in Kodak X-ray 
X-ray fixer -
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fixer solution ·for 10 minutes. It was finally washed for 30 
minutes in running water and dried in a dust-free room. 
value of the film thus processed was close to 2. 
The y 
The Densi ty vs log Exposure curve, whose slope gives the 
value of Y was obtai ned as follows: A lead sheet was fitted in 
front of a flat plate camera, and a small circular hole was cut 
into it. The camera was clamped 230 cm from the X-ray window 
and was aligned with the aid of a Geiger-Nuller counter so that 
the X-ray beam fell on the hole in the lead. A serie s of 
exposures were taken with the generator running at 27 Kv and 
1.6 rnA and the camera in the mentioned position. The exposures 
gave a suitable range of densities (Table 5.1), which were 
measured with the instrument described on page 47 . 
The 0 vs ~og E curve drawn from these data is shown in Fig. 5.6. 
(iii) Kodak Commercial Ortho Sheet film had the desired characteristics 
f or use as the positive . The film was developed by constant 
swabbing with cotton wool affixed to a hoe-shaped glass rod for 
8 1/4 minutes at 200C in D 76 developer, after presoaking the film 
for 2 minutes in water. The y of the film thus deve loped was 
0.5. The film was fixed by constant agitation for 10 minutes 
in Kodak Acid Fixing Salt with Hardener, and it was then washed 
for 30 minutes in running water. 
The D 76 developer was found to deteriorate very rapidly SO 
in order to prevent this and obtain reproducible results, the 
developer was made up in two parts. One solution, containing 
- borax only -
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borax only, was made up separately from another solution which 
contained "Metol", sodium sulphite._ and·· hydroquinone. These two 
components were allowed to equilibrate in a thermostat for two 
hours be fore use, they were mixed just prior to use, and the 
developing itself was carried out in a thermostat. 
(iv) A printing box W2S especially constructed to ensure accurate 
exposures in printing the positives. The box is made to 
accommodate a frame of 7 ins x 5 ins and is 7 feet in length. 
The printing frame has a piece of opal glass (which allows 21% 
transmission of light) whioh diffuses the printing light and 
thus prevents shadows from dust particles from appearing on the 
print. The frame is also spring loaded to ensure a good contact 
between the negative and the print. The light source was a 
small 5 c.p. bulb which was fed bY1 const2nt voltage stabiliser, 
_ and was placed 6 .. fee t from the fi 1m. The vo l.tage across the 
filament Vias 5 volts. With this s",t up it was fou:1d than an 
exposure of 24 seconds g0ve a geed !.inE'ar Nlationship between the 
exposure of the negative and tr8.Dscl'.s" i0n of the posi ti ve up to 
a density of 2 on the negativ~ (see Fig. 5.7). The data for this 
graph are found in Table 5.2, along "Qth the transmissions for 
printing times of 22 and 25 seconds. Linearity was also found for 
the se printing times, but it "ias found that the point of departure 
from linearity was at a densi ty less than 2. Hence the choice of 
printing time was 24 seconds, this value giving ~he widest range 
of linearity between transmiosion 0: the positive and exp06~~e 
of the negative. 
- The exposure -
Exposure Time of Re 1ntive Log E D Exposure Trans. of : Trans. of Trans. of i Negative. Exposure (E) Time of r Pos. for i Pos. for Pos. for 
Negative. i 22 Sec. i 24 Sec. :<'5 Sec. I 
. 23 sees. 1.022 0.01 0.050 Printing. . Printing . Printing •. ! 
45 " 2 0.30 0.145 23 sees. 0 0 0 
1. 5 min. 4 0.60 0.240 45 " 2.25 1. 75 2.0 
3 " 8 0.90 0.360 1.5 min. 5.25 5.0 3.75 
5 " 13.3 1.13 0.545 3 " 8.25 8.75 5.25 
6 " 16 1.20 0.595 5 " 17 .25 15.5 15.0 
8 " 21.3 1.33 0.770 6 " 17.75 18.0 16.5 
12 " 32 1.51 0.985 8 " 26.75 24.5 23.5 
17 
" 45.3 1.66 1.125 12 " 42 . 25 44.0 41.5 
24 " 64 1.81 1.325 17 " 54.25 59.0 53.5 
33 " 88 1.95 1.595 24 " 66.25 71.0 66.5 
48 " 128 2.11 1.930 33 " 98.75 103.5 104.0 
75 " 200 2.30 2.205 48 " 131.25 148.5 141.5 
96 " 256 2.41 2.330 75 " 133.25 156.0 171. 5 
192 " 512 2.71 2.750 96 " 155.25 161.0 171.5 0 
! 192 " 167.25 181.0 176.5 I TABLE 5.l. 0 
TABLE 5.2. 
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The exposure time of the negative was such that the darkest 
spots had a density of 2 or less, and by following the above 
procedure, it was found possible to measure the integrated 
30 intensities of all the spots on the negative. 
5.7 THE NEASUREMENT OF INTENSITIES. 
For the y curve of Iridustrex "D" film, the densities were 
measured by adjusting the photometer to read densities directly. 
The aperture covering the photoemissive cell in the search head was 
opened so that its size was less than that of the spot to be measured, 
and the position of the spot was adjusted until its image fell on the 
aperture. 
To measure intensities of the reflections on the positive print, 
the photometer was made to measure on the transmission scale. The 
following procedure was adopted, firstly the instrument was adjusted 
so that it read zero deflection with the aperture closed. The 
aperture was then opened so as to allow all the light from the spot to 
fall on the photocell and the deflction on the photometer was noted. 
Keeping the aperture exactly the s arne size the transmission of the 
background immediately next to the spot was then measured. The 
transmission of the spot was then obtained by subtracting the first 
reading from the background reading. The voltage across the lamp was 
kept at a constant 8 volts. For reflections having low g angles, 
the Kal and Ka2 diffraction spots were superimposed and thus did not 
give rise to any difficulties. At high g angles, however, the two spots 
were resolved and their transmission was measured separately and added. 
To measure the intensities of the reflections on the films from 
- the integrating -
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the integrating Weissenberg, the aperture on the search head was kept 
constant in order to measure only the intensity of the plateaux 
of ~he integrated reflections. The procedure adopted was as follows: 
The density of the background near a spot was adjusted to read zero on 
the density scale by altering the voltage across the lamp. The 
plateau of the spot was now moved over the aperture and its density 
was read directly on the density scale. The background of the film 
was found to have a fairly uniform low density, so th at only small 
alterations of the voltage were required to set the instrument to 
zero for each spot. 
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6. ANAL YSIS OF RESULTS. 
6.1 THE MEASUREMENT OF PARANETERS FROM ROTATION PHOTOCRAPHS. 
The parameters of the unit cell were first measured from rotation 
photographs taken with a semicircular camera of radius 5.73 cm. 
The distance betwee n spots on the first layer lines on either side of 
the equatorial reflections was measured wi th a travelling microscope 
for each rotatio n photograph. The distance between layer lines of 
higher order was not measured because us ing a camera of such high 
radius resulted in these higher layers which were somewhat distorted, 
and not well defined when viewed under the microscope. The parameters 
were calculated using the formular 1.06. 
The following readings were ta ken: 
I 
Photograph I I BB 52 BB 31 BB 44 
number. i 
ycm I 1.776 3.180 2.283(5) 
- 81 0 11 ' 
a 
780 44' v 74 29' 
parameter 
in ~ a=lO.07 b=5.765 c=7.893 I i 
6.2 THE ACCURATE MEASUREMENT OF PARAMETERS FROM WEISSENBERG PHOTOCRAPHS. 
The attainment of accurate values for the cell parameters depends 
on (i) the utilization of d's in the sensitive region, (ii) the 
- e limina tion -
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elimination of systematic errors in the recording of reflection 
angles. These two factors are discussed in turn. 
6.2 (i) The utilization of d's in the sensitive region31 • 
( .. \ 6.2 III 
The determination of parameters is made by measuring inter-
planar spacings, d, of appropriate planes. Very accurate results 
can be obtained if measurements are made from reflections at high 
Bragg angles, because these angles are very sensi tive to small 
changes in cell dimension. This can be seen by differentiating 
the Bragg equation, 
d = (A cosec G)/2 ....... 6.1 
od = A cosec G cot G 09/2 
= d cot G &G 6.2 
since cot G tends to 0 as G tends to 900 an error of 
09 in 9 will result in a relatively much smaller error &d in d. 
In practice any reflections having 9 > 600 are used in the 
determination . 
The elimination of systematic errors. 
Th8 chief systematic errors are due to the eccentricity of 
the specimen wi th respect to the axis of the film cylinder, the lack 
of knowledge of the exact film radius and the absorption of the 
specimen. 
The film shrinkage was determined as followsg-
The film was laid flat under a template and four small marks were 
made on it with a sharp needle which passed through small holes in the 
template. The distance between the marks was measured under the 
- travelling -
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travelling microscope and the film was then developed, fixed and 
washed. When dry, the distance between the fiducial marks was 
remeasured. No film shrinkage was detected wi th Industrex D film. 
Refinement was first attempted by determining the Bragg angle 
of reflection for spots on the 
. 2 32 
equatorial layer of rotation photographs 
and plotting d vs Sln g , This method did not give good plots 
because of the uncertainty of distinguishing particular spots on the 
rotat i on photograph and because the indices of some of these spots 
were indeterminate. The extrapolation against sin2g is based on the 
assumption that errors due to eccentricity of the specimen and the 
shrinkage of the film are larger than those due to absorption . . It was 
realised that th i s was unlikely, since CsMn04 is highly absorbing 
(J.l=848 .7). 
33 Buerger suggests that if fairly large crystals of high absorption 
are used, the mechanical e r rors of the eccentricity of the specimen and 
inexact knowledge of the camera radius may be neglected, and that d 
2 
may be plotted against the absorption error function cot g cos g. The 
o 
correct value of d is then obtained by extrapolation to g = 90 • 
In determining the parameters of an orthorhombic crystal, only 
three constants a, band c are involved. Suppose that the crystal 
is oscillated about its c axis, then the Bragg angles of spots lying on 
the zero layer line of the resulting photograph are given by 
. 2g 
Sln hkO = 1 (h2a~2 + k2b*2) 
4 
... " .. " 
In order to analyse the photograph, approximate values of a and b 
6,3 
6,4 
- are required -
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are required. These were obtained from layer line measurements 
of rotation photographs. Rewri ting equation 6.4, 
2 
sin ghkO = 6.5 
a = ....... 6.6 
If h is large with respect to k, ~ small error in alb will not 
greatly affect the derived value of a. Sever al values of a are -thus 
o derived from various reflections having a Bragg angle> 60, and the 
true value obtained by extrapolating against cot 9 cos2g. If, from 
the first graph drawn, the value of alb is considerably in error, the 
calculations may be repeated wi th the more accurate value, and further 
refinement similarl y carried out if necessary. When an accurate 
value of a has been obtained, this can be used in turn to obtain an 
accurate value of b using the equation 
b 6.7 
and similarly for c. 
It was decided to use zero layer Vieissenberg photographs which 
give large distances between spots, and no uncertainity in the indexing. 
The Bragg angle for a particular spot was determined as follows ; 
The distance 2s between a pair of spots on the upper and lower half of 
the Vieissenberg photograph was measured. These two spots lie on a line 
parallel to the straight line OL of Fig. 1.12. This line has a slope 
of 2 (Equation 1.10). The perpendicular distance x from the spot to 
the centre line on the photograph represents the angle ¥ = 29 
(Equation 1.05). 
- From Fig. 6.1 -
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From Fig. 6.1 -1 x = S sin a = S sin tan 2. 9 may then be calculated 
from the equation 
..1L. 
7Tr 
The values of d were calculated on a computing machine. 
............ 6.8 
Values 
of sin g were obtained to six figures from tables. The X-ray wave-
lengths used were CuKCl:l = 1.54051 2 
34 
The refinement was started using the approximate values of the 
parameters obtained from rotation photographs: 
a = b = 5.765 R c = 7.893 2 
From a zero l ayer Weissenberg photograph with the crystal oscillating 
about the b axis, the value of c was calculated, using 
£ = 7.893 = 0.78381. The results are somewhat erratic, but they 
a 10.07 
suggest that c ~ 7.9516 R (Fig. 6.2). The calculation was repeated 
with £ = 7.9516 = 0.78963 and the results were now consistent 
a 10.07 
(Fig. 6.3), giving an extrapolated value c = 7.9470. This final 
value of c was in turn used to calculate the parameter a. Using 
£ = 10.07 = 1.26714, a = 10 .0692. The computation did not 
c 7.9470 
require further refinement (Fig. 6.4). 
The value of b was calculated similarly. The calculation re-
quired two stage s of refinement, the final value being b = 5.8080, 
(Figs. 6.5, 6.6, 6.7). 
The final values of the three parameters obtained were 
a = 10.0692 R b = 5.8080 ~ c = 7.9470 2. 
The 3xial ratio a : b : c = 1.7337 : 1 : 1.3683 compares well 
with the axial ratio obtained from the optical goniometric study 
a g b : c = 1.734: 1 : 1.370 0 
- 6.3 THE NUMBER -
6'~ 
-7.95,16 
7.95 Fig 6.2 7.950 Fig 6.3 Fig 6.4 
~7.9",70 
7.9..s8 00 
0 7.946"" 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 
0 7.944 
C C a 
7·94 I- 10.070 -/ ~0.0692 
10.068 r o~ 
0 10.066f-
00 
7.93 I-
.f.. =.0.78381 £..=0.78963 ~ = 1·26714 
a. a. t 0 
, , I I , I I I 
° 
1 2 3 40 1 2 3 40 1 2 3 4 
cot e cos2e x 10-2 
I 
Fig 6'5 Fig 6.6 Fig 6.7 
b 5-B10 /~-B045 5-B10 
/~-BOBO 
0 0 
5B05 00 5-B05 0 00 0 0 0 
0 0 0 
5-BOO 5-800 0 0 
,5-790 00 0 0 
00 5-790 
b b 
5 -780 ~ =0-57254 0 5.. =0-57502 ~ =0-57046 b 0 b b 
5-770 00 
00 
0 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 I 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 
cot e CoS~ X 10 -2 
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6.3 THE NUMBER OF W0LECULES PER UNIT CELL . 
Knowing the size of the cell parameters, it is possible to 
calculate the volume of the unit cell. In the orthorhombic system 
the principal three axes are mutually perpendicular, and thus the 
volume may be calculated by multiplying the lengths of the three 
parameters. 
Volume of the uni t cell = 10.0692 x 5.8080 x 7.9470 R3 
= 464. 7558 ~3 
-24 3 
= 464.7558 x 10 cm 
i'Aultiplying this volume by the density (3.597 gm/cc) we obtain the 
weight of the unit cell in grams. 
W = 464.7558 x 10-24 x 3.597 
- 24 
= 1671.7266 x 10 g 
This weight is converted to a.m.u. by dividing by the theoretical 
weight of 1 atom = 1.6604 x 10-24gm. (0 = 16.0000) . 
• • 
W = 1671. 7266 x 10-24 
""7.6604 x 10-24 
= 1006.8216 a.m,U. 
a.m. u. 
If there are n molecules/uni t cell, then 
n x Molecular weight = weight of uni t cell 
The molecular weight of 
\ 
CsMn04 = 251.85 
• 
. . n = 1006.8216 
251.85 
= 3.9977 
= 4 molecules/unit cell. 
- 6.4 THE EXAMINATION -
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6.4 THE EXAMINATION OF SYSTEMATIC ABSENCES AND THE DETERMINATION OF 
THE SPACE ffiOUp3~, 
Zero and upper layer ileissenberg photographs were taken wi th the 
crystal oscillating about all three principal axes. The photographs 
were indexed and an examination of the indices was carried out. 
The upper layer photographs showed that there were no restrictions 
for h + k + 1, thus the crystal has a primitive lattice p. The 
re flections from the zero layer photographs showed the following 
condi tions for the indices: 
Reflection. Condi tion. 
Okl k + 1 = 2n 
hOI no conditions 
hkO h = 2n 
hOO h = 2n 
OkO k = 2n 
001 1 = 2n 
The diffraction symbol is thus m m m P n a which corresponds to two 
possible space groups, depending on the choice of axes. If the 
axes are taken as abc the space group is P n m a, while if the y arc 
taken as acb, the s pace group is P n a 21 , Both these space groups, 
however, give rise to the pl ane group pgg when projected down the band 
c axes respectively. The space group P n m a was chosen by analogy with 
36 the structure of KMn04 • Since there are four molecules per unit cel l 
the atoms were placed in the following special positions : 
x, 1/4, z; x, 3/4,~; 1/2-x, 3/4, 1/2+z; 1/2+x, 1/4, 1/2-z. 
The space group P n m a thus has the special positions 1/4 and 3/4 
a long the b axis. These were later confirmed by Fourier methods, thus 
proving that P n m a is the correct space group. 
-69(a) -
The above space group shows t hat the crys t a l must have a centre 
of symmetry . To confirm this the following qualitative test for pyro-
electrici ty was carried out: crysta l s were placed on a meta l plate and 
dipped in liquid air and allowed to cool . The pla t e was then til ted 
to a vertical posi tion and the crystals fell off, showing t hat 
CsMn04 crys ta l s are not pyro-electric and thus have a centre o f 
symmetry. 
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6.5 THE MEASUREiviENT AND CORRECTION OF I NTENSITIES. 
The intensities of the X-ray reflections were measured as 
described earlier on page 61. The intensities of the reflections 
obtained from zero l ayer Weissenberg photographs with the crystal 
oscillating about the b ax is were measured using the positive print 
te chnique . The positive prints \\ere obtained from 11'10 different 
negatives and the intensities obtained from the two separate positive 
prints were normalised by equalising the intensities of the strongest 
reflection 200. The agreement between the intensi ties of re-
flections having the same Miller indices was satisfactory. The in-
tensities of the reflections obt~ined from zero layer Weissenberg 
photographs with the crystal oscillating about the c axis were 
measured directly from the negative obtained using the integrating 
Weissenberg camera. Only one film was used, and the agreement between 
intensities of reflections having the same Miller indices was very 
good. 
The reflections were indexed and the interplanar distance dhkl 
37 
was calculated from the formula, 
= 
abc 
....... 6.9 
Using Bragg's equation A = 2d sin 9 the Bragg angle for each 
reflection was subsequently calculated. 
The Lorentz and Polarisation corrections. 
As the Lorentz factor L and the polarisation factor p always 
occur together, it is in practice convenient to be able to correct 
- them simultaneously. -
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them simultaneously. The Lp function appropriate to zero layer 
r eflections for Weissenber g photographs is 1 + cos2 2Q/sin 2Q 38. 
This is tabulated in the International Tables for X-ray 
39 
crystallography 
From equation 1.16 we see that 
pO' Lpl FI2 ....... 
thus the measured relative intensities are divided by Lp t o 
obta i n the true relative intensities . 
The Absorption correction. 
It was shown earlier th at the optimum size of a crystal to be 
used in X-ray investigations is given by 
t = ~ 
J.L 
• • , (Section 5.2) 
where t is the t hi ckness of the crystal in cm. J.L is the linear 
6.10 
absorption coefficient. The latter quantity may be calculated from 
40 the mass absorption coeff ic ients, J.L
m 
,of the constituent elements 
using 
J.L = p Lp J.L 
m 
where the summation is over aU the constituent elements. 
P is the densi ty of the compound and p is the proportion of each 
element in the compound. For caesium permanganate used in conjunction 
<] 
with CuKa radi at ion of wavelength 1.5418 A 
This gives 
p = 3.597 glcc 
J.L (Cs) = 322 cm2 g-l 
m 
J.L
m 
(Mn) = 289 cm2 g-l 
ILm (0) = 11.7 cm2 g-l 
IL = 848.7 -1 cm and t -- 0.00236 cm. 
- Handling -
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Handling crystals of such minute dimensions is very imprJcticable, SO 
the crystals used were as small as could be conveniently handled. 
In order to obtain accurate absorption corrections, it is 
preferable that the crystal should have ei ther a cylindrical or a 
shperical shape, as the correcti ons are then comparatively simple. 
When possible the crystals should be ground into cylindrical or a 
41 
spherical shape but the CsMn04 crystals were extremely brittle, so 
that it was impracticable to do this. For the [hOI] re flections 
(crystal oscillating about the b axis ) the crystal eventually 
selected was prismatic and had a cross section of dimensions 0.280 mm 
x 0.069 mm. As a first approximation the crystal was tre ated as a 
cylinder having a diameter equal to the mean of these t wo values. 
The radius of the cylinder was thus taken as 0.008'725 cm and hence 
IJR = 848.7 x 0,008725 = 7,4. For the [hkOJ reflections 
(crystal oscillating about the c axis) the crystal selected 
was block shape of dimensions 0.375 mm x 0.125 mm x 0.213 mm . This 
was treated as a sphere having a mean radius of 0.0119 cm, whence 
= 848.7 x 0,0119 = 10. The absorption corrections for 
42 43 
cylindrical crystals and spherical crystals of varying r adii are 
dependent on the Bragg angle of reflection and are given in the 
International Tables for X-ray crystallography . The intensities, 
corrected for this factor, can now be employed as coefficients in 
the Patterson summation 
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6.6 THE SUMMATION OF THE PATTERSON FUN:::TION. 
The Patterson function derived earlier (Equation 1.38) 
may be extended to the three dimensional form: 
A(uvw) IF 1 2 i27T(hu+kv+lw) hkl e = 1 
-:; h=- 00 k=-oo 1=-00 
This may be compared with the exponential form of the 
. electron density function: 
+00 +00 + 00 
p(xyz) = 1 L f ) Fhkl 
V h=-oo k=-oo 1=-00 
i27T(hx + ky + lz) 
e 
... 
Note that~e additional factor 1 arises in the Patterson 
V 
function. This is because it was derived by taking the 
6.11 
6.12 
average value of the electron densi ty product over the volume V. 
If the function had been derived as the simple integral of the 
electron densi ty product over the volume V the Patterson 
function would have resulted in p(uvw) instead 
44 
These are related by A(uvw) = 1 p(uvw) 
V 
The PatterJ;on function is thus written as 
+00 + 00 +00 
of A(uvw). 
............. 
P (uvw) = 1 L r L. I Fhkll2 e 27Ti (hu + kv + lW) 
V h=-oo k=-oo 1=-00 
........ 
The latter form has the advantage of being simpler and 
6.13 
6.14 
comparing more directly with the Fourier form (Equation 6.10). 
45 It can be shown that the Patterson function as written in 
Equation 6.12 may be written as 
P(uvw) = 1 
V 
+00 +00 +00 
r ) r I Fhkl l2 cos 27T(hu + kv + lz) 
h=-oo k=-oo 1=-00 
- which is -
..... 6.15 
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which is the more usual form of the Patterson swnmation. 
For an orthorhombic crystal the three dimensional Patterson 
46 
summation modifies to 
p{ uvw) 2Trkv cos ZITI z 
p{uv) 
where u, v, ware fractional coordinates of the atoms. 
Written in two dimensional form Equation 6.14 reduces to 
= 4 
S 
00 00 
L L I FhkO I 2 cos 2JThu cos 277kv k=O h=O ........... 
Practical methods of summing a Fourier s~. 
6.16 
6.17 
In summing up a Fourier series of the type shown in Equation 6.17 
advantage can be taken of the symmetrical or anti symmetrical properties 
of the trigonometric function about the angles 0, 1/4.21T, 1/2.2Tr, 3/4 2JT 
and 21T • By appropriate arrangement the Fourier summation can be 
1 imi ted to the range ° to 1/4 of the ce I I edge. A Fourier function 
which provides the value of p (x, y) does so for continuously variable 
values of the parameters x and y. In practice it is necessary to 
select a limited set of samples of x and y at such intervals that the 
value of p does not vary greatly between adjacent points. Contours 
can then be drawn at arbitrary values of the function p and the 
variation of p over the unit cell can then be seen at a glance. 
The fineness of the interval chosen between sampled values depends on 
the amount of detail required and on the size of the unit cell. 
- Lipson -
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Lipson and Cochran47 discuss the subdivision of the cell edges and 
suggest that the minimum number of intervals into which the cell edge 
should be divided is at least four times the highest corresponding 
index. For CsMn04 ' on the xz projection the highest indices are 
h = 12, 1 = 10, so that the cell edges should be divided at least 
into 48 and 40 parts respectively. It is inconvenient to adopt 
different values of subdivision for each crystal, so that usually one 
divides the cell into 60 or 120 parts. Both these subdivisions were 
used in the project, depending on the amount of detail required from 
the Fourier maps. 
From trigonometrical considerations it 
Ce = cos 21Thx, when h 
Co = cos 2 hx, when h 
Se = sin 2JThx, when h 
So = sin 2JThx, when h 
then for x = 0 to 1/4 
~C = ~ (Ce 
~S = ~ (Se 
and for x = 1/2 to 1/4 
~C = ~(Ce 
~S = ~(Se 
is even 
is odd 
is even 
is even 
+ Co) 
+ So) 
- Co) 
- So) 
x =0 
x = 0 
x = 0 
x 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
= 0 
can be shown that if 
to 1/4 
to 1/4 
to 1/4 
to 1/4 
....... 
....... 
The range of x may be extended beyond x = 1/2, and similar 
relationships can thus be derived. 
Summation of a -
6.18 
6.19 
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Summation of a one-dimensional series. 
Suppose that we wish to sum the series 
H 
C Ah cos 21Thx 
h=O 
Use is made of "strip" methods of summation. 
....... 6.20 
These were 
introduced by Beevers and Lipson48 ,49,50 and Patterson and Tunne1 5l as 
well. The Beevers and Lipson strip method was employed in the project. 
Specifically it provides the values of 
Ah cos 277hx ....... 6.21 
Ah sin 21Thx 6.22 
for all values of A and h wi thin practicable limits. For a 
particular value of A, the amplitude, and h, an integer, the values 
of E1Uations 6.21 and 6.22 are printed on a strip of cardboard for the 16 
successive x locations of 
.Q, ..1, ..1. ...... 15 • For example 
60 60 60 60 
for A = 39 and h = 4 the values of Equation 6.21 for the paramete r x 
are printed on a strip as follows : 
x = 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
39 C 4 39 36 26 12 4 19 32 38 38 32 19 4 12 26 36 39 
One starts with numerica l va lues for Equation 6.21 for each A and h 
to be summed, and to perform the summation of Equation 6.20 the 
H + 1 strips are placed so that their successive x values lie in 
vertical columns and one adds the numbers in each column. The strips 
are arranged in blocks corresponding to Ce and Co of Equation 6.18, 
- and the -
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and the corresponding sums are then ~Ce and ~Co. 
Fourier summation of Equation 6.20 for the range 
The fina l 
x = 0 to 15 is 
60 
obtained by ~Ce + ~ Co (Equation 6.18), and for the range x = 3:) to 
60 
15 60 by ~Ce - ~Co (Equation 6.19) Since this is a cosine synthesis 
it is symmetrical about t, so tbe above values cover the complete 
range. 
Summation of a two=dimensional series. 
If a two dimensional Fourier series is expressed in product form 
as in Equation 6. 17, then we may regard the summation as successive 
sets of one-dimensional series. Omi tting the scale factors equations 
similar in form to 6.17 may be wri tten as 
H K 
p (x,y) = I' I ' FhkO cas 27Thx cos 2JTky ....... 6.23 
h=0 k=0 
The prime marks after the indicate that the intensities of 
axial reflections enter the seri es at half value b8cause they occur 
on a line of symmetry. 
One may sum Equation 6.23 over k first, keeping h constant. 
Thus P (x,y) = [ [~ FOkO cos 2nky] cos 2rrOx 
+ [~ Fl kO cos 2JTky] cos 27Tlx k 
+ [~ F2kO cos 2ITky] cos 2/T2x k 
+ [~ FHkO cos 2ITky] cos 2ITHx J ....... 6.23 k 
(x,y) -
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p (x, y) = ~ (~ FhkO co~ 2JTky Jh t t cOs 2JThx h k cons an 
The process is described by saying that one sums first oyer k 
(h being constant), and then oyer h. 
When sur:nning the Patterson synthesis Equation 6.17, the same 
method as aboye is employed, except that the Fourier coefficients are 
I F1 2 ,s instead of F's. The procedure is best described in 
t abul ar form. 
Sequence of operation in summing Equation 6.23. 
TABLE 6.1 
'~' t h ~ I FhkO I cos 2 ky ...., expand from 0 to 30 h 60 
0 y ...., 15 0 y ...., 
t 
t 2 I\ ~'[~'IFhkOI2cos 2IrkyJ k I FhkOI x h k 
h ...., 0 
The operation may be summarised as follows, 
2 
I FhkOI 
, ~ 2 ~ I FhkOI cos 2JTky 
k 
expand oyer y = 0 to t 
~ 
[~' I FhkOl2 
~ 
cos 27ky] cos Z"hx 
y 
30 
cos 211hx 
- expand oyer -
30 
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expand over x = 0 to t 
~ 
h 
, , 2 ~ I FhkOI cos 2JThx cos 2JTky 
k 
The l as t expansion of x from 15 to 30 is best done on a scaled 
60 60 
projection of the crystal cell, conveniently drawn on graph paper. 
Contours can then be drawn on the paper at the desired intervals. 
The summation of the Patterson function. 
The intensi ties of the X-ray re flections with the crystal 
oscillating about the b axis v.ere corrected as described in 
Section 6.5. The y were then arranged in t abu lar form as shown 
in Table 6.2. The summation was carried out fir st over h, then 
over 1. The odd and even values of h v.ere tabulated separately to 
facilitate summation. To facilitate expansion ~ Ce terms were pl aced 
above ~Co terms in Table 6.3. 2 I FhOll values for axial reflections 
were halved. The origin was taken as zero because the intensities 
were not measured on an absolute basis. On Table 6. 4 x was 
expanded from 15 to 30. Table 6.5 shows the final summation. 
60 60 
The final expansion of z from 15 to 30 was carried out directly 
60 60 
on a. large sheet of graph paper. Contours were drawn round the 
sample points at arbitrary intervals of 1000 arbitrary · units. The 
resulting Patterson map is shown in Fig. 6.8 
t 
h 
11 
9 
7 
5 
3 
1 
12 
10 
8 
6 
4 
2 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
17 
200 
35 
0 
55 
0 
0 
21 
0 
27 
184 
235 
0 
64 
0 
0 
7 
1236 
104 
0 
1 
6 75 
78 0 
286 19 
11 271 
248 711 
797 87 
0 0 
97 0 
0 53 
0 0 
76 123 
885 0 
2 3 
TAB L E 6.2 
0 15 
14 0 35 21 
129 0 0 45 40 
0 0 42 100 34 38 
0 57 133 125 79 20 
361 48 97 173 156 30 0 
52 15 27 
58 0 86 74 
32 87 12 0 0 65 
0 332 0 110 0 3 
272 455 143 62 19 68 101 
377 0 511 0 0 0 18 
4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
1 .... 
TAB L E 6,3 
t 
1 
-
10 119 117 110 100 86 68 49 28 8 13 32 !XJ 64 74 81 83 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
-
9 136 123 84 36 8 3g 34 16 10 3Q 30 8 34 80 117 130 
-88 82 64 41 14 7 20 23 15 1 14 26 31 27 16 0 
-
8 19 19 17 15 13 9 6 2 2 6 9 13 15 11 l2. 19 309 289 238 170 110 71 56 57 60 55 36 10 14 24 18 0 
-
7 246 207 106 7 82 98 66 23 2 4 23 27 7 29 48 22 464 423 319 192 86 24 4 5 12 14 12 18 23 24 16 0 
6 779 732 623 526 500 540 599 61~ 567 477 32£ 354 356 381 406 415 307 279 213 137 81 48 23 9 53 90 99 72 25 11 18 0 
_. 
5 889 825 657 429 194 19 183 29£ 352 3~ 313 262 223 213 2l2. 225 120 108 83 66 60 55 33 1 29 35 26 19 26 35 27 0 
4 791 734 604 488 4!XJ 478 !XJ5 475 385 285 218 190 172 138 2§ 79 !XJ4 463 362 254 193 201 263 334 363 327 230 112 12 40 38 0 
3 176 163 128 84 39 -1! 5 --1 --1 -2 -1! -22 .J21 ~ 163 176 1163 1042 747 418 136 110 365 594 708 651 487 336 269 240 157 0 
2 1058 1024 944 868 841 875 938 982 966 892 799 73,2 746 806 876 906 1426 1299 988 655 456 438 535 625 607 454 223 2 150 185 123 0 
1 1411 1257 872 412 45 !XJ9 954 1252 1~ lQQ.2 22.2 173 248 678 1041 1189 467 412 271 103 47 165 24.8 292 278 209 120 48 22 22 18 0 
0 307 224 32 146 195 100 68 186 179 56 100 197 178 74 44 93 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
30 29 28 27 26 25 24 23 22 21 20 19 18 17 16 15 
x ... 
If 
10 119 117 110 100 
9 224 205 148 77 
8 328 308 255 185 
7 ~10 630 425 185 
6 1086 1011 836 663 
5 1009 · 933 740 495 
4 1295 1197 966 742 
3 1339 1205 875 502 
2 2484 2323 1932 1523 
1 1878 1669 1143 515 
o 307 224 32 i46 
o 1 2 3 
86 68 
6 39 
123 80 
4 74 
581 588 
254 36 
643 679 
175 102 
1297 1313 
92 674 
195 100 
4 5 
49 
54 
62 
62 
622 
150 
768 
370 
1473 
1202 
68 
6 
28 8 
39 5 
59 58 
18 14 
604 514 
197 381 
13 32 
29 44 
49 27 
10 11 
387 297 
390 339 
809 748 612 448 
598 704 646 495 
1607 1573 1346 1022 
1544 1546 1215 719 
186 179 56 100 
7 8 9 10 
TAB L E 6.4 
50 64 74 
34 3 53 
3 29 41 
9 16 53 
282 331 392 
281 249 248 
302 184 98 
375 353 368 
737 , 596 621 
221 226 656 
197 178 74 
-81 83 81 
101 130 133 
37 19 1 
64 22 32 
424 415 388 
246 225 192 
60 79 136 
320 176 6 
753 906 999 
1023 1189 1059 
44 93 44 
11 12 13 14 15 16 
x > 
74 
127 
7 
5 
370 
178 
178 
112 
991 
700 
74 
17 
64 
65 
1 
30 
381 
197 
160 
185 
896 
270 
178 
18 
50 
18 
23 
45 
426 
243 
78 
297 
741 
125 
197 
19 
32 
16 
45 
35 
495 
287 
12 
479 
576 
479 
100 
20 
13 
31 
61 
18 
567 
320 
42 
656 
438 
797 
56 
21 
8 
25 
62 
10 
620 
323 
22 
712 
359 
990 
179 
22 
28 
7 
55 
28 
622 
295 
141 
590 
357 
960 
186 
23 
49 
14 
50 
70 
576 
216 
242 
360 
403 
706 
68 
24 
68 86 100 
25 22 5 
62 97 155 
122 168 197 
492 419 389 
74 134 363 
277 257 234 
U8 97 334 
437 385 213 
344 2 309 
100 195 146 
110 
20 
221 
213 
410 
574 
242 
619 
44 
601 
32 
25 26 27 28 
117 U9 
41 48 
-270 290 
216 2TIi 
453 472 
717 769 
271 287 
879 987 
275 368 
845 944 
224 307 
29 30 
t T A. B L E 6.5 
z 
4 • 
15 15 1759 1722 
o 0 
1625 1505 1393 1310 1246 1185 1110 1003 
0000000 0 
912 
o 
867 886 956 1029 1085 1289 1176 1232 1259 1196 1039 
00000000000 
848 
o 
735 
o 
-768 
o 
882 925 769 
o 0. o 
423 
o 
70 
o 
81 
o 
-1658 1624 1536 
16 14 
8 12 59 
1420 1308 1220 1157 1110 1057 
83 65 3 88 95 76 
975 
107 
897 
48 
847 848 899 
13 4 19 
966 1029 1164 1139 1182 1186 1089 
43 54 113 157 i60 211 305 
904 
408 
698 
457 
589 
405 
628 
258 
747 783 610 
48 191 445 
239 
700 
135 
896 
294 
973 
17 13 I406 1383 ~317 
16 15 83 
18 12 IIi3 1105 1071 
o 28 87 
1214 
129 
995 
122 
1099 1001 
100 12 
939 
151 
880 769 696 
85 41 189 
918 
159 
919 
210 
698 742 
167 292 
19 11 871 879 
85 89 
880 836 736 718 532 530 
98 75 12 108 222 203 
588 
319 
20 10 719 736 
285205 
763 :'757 
130 17 
687 
98 
591 
215 
485 
283 
-
460 500 
242 309 
898 
192 
777 
243 
650 
236 
554 
180 
844 
100 
750 
137 
633 
141 
535 
82 
780 732 
28 20 
729 
35 
770 
28 
660 542 466 466 
27 93 193 246 
515 332 179 
5 211 422 
408 191 16 
87 353 651 
126 
554 
120 
841 
849 
11 
555 
227 
207 
527 
66 
799 
857 1013 
101 201 
520 
73 
7s6 
96 
283 499 
341 98 
175 
588 
254 
278 
1040 
255 
798 
259 
515 
194 
293 
98 
976 
383 
798 
578 
548 
782 
315 
870 
218 
766 
287 
488 
425 
108 
-239 185 604 787 
765 1217 1566 1705 
702 413 100 144 
492 ' 766 1069 1189 
205 84 
945 673 
98 133 100 559 1007 1194 
186 342 887 1438 1877 2051 
358 
523 
144 
484 
56 280 503 504 312 71 3 203 640 1069 1248 
873 1239 1373 1205 793 275 257 802 1363 1821 2007 
151 461 636 573 
894 1254 1398 1238 
423 33 91 147 398 756 906 
842 363 103 576 1080 1510 1686 
21 9 646 665 701 7~ 693 622 375 314 157 44 220 346 536 381 486 333 486 301 
514 
I56 
499 
12 
392 189 34 176 
197 485 817 1027 
162 
964 
142 
678 
148 
385 
212 101 
8 38s 
151 407 524 419 
778 1127 I2s4 1157 
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816 
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6.7 THE INTERPRETATION OF THE PATTERSON MAP. 
The Patterson function, when summed, gives p(u,w), the value of 
the electron density product at the points (u,w) on the Patterson map. 
The crystal was rotated about the b axis thus the symmetry of the plane 
projection of the crystal is pgg. The plane group pgg is shown in 
Fig. 6.9 and its Patterson representation is shown52 in Fig. 6.10 
In this figure a rotation peak is indicated by a black circle and a 
53 
reflection satelli te by an open circle. It can be shown that a point r, 
having coordinates x,y on the projection pgg has rotation peaks on the 
Patterson which are of single weight and have coordinates ± 2x, ± 2y 
referred to an origin at 00. There are two kinds of reflection satcll-
i tes of double weight. If m place a satelli te origin at t, t , the 
satellites have coordinates ± 2x, 0 and 0, ± 2y. This is illustrated 
in Figs. 6.11A and 6.11B. 
Since peak C on the Patterson map (Fig. 6.8) was strong and sho...ed 
reflection satellites (peaks A and D) at approximately expected 
posi tions, this was taken as the Os - Cs rotation peak . This had a 
height of 2034 (arbitrary units). The coordinates of this peak on the 
Patterson map, expressed as fractions of the unit cell edges ...ere 
x = 22.2 , z = 19.8 , while 
6C 60 
satellites (taking the origin 
peak A x = 22.5 , 
6C 
peak D x = 0, 
the coordinates of the two reflection 
t 1 1 • F· a 2' 2 as In 19. 6.11B) 
z = 0 (height 5700) 
z = 18.5 (height 3300) 
60 
were: 
If these peaks were only due to the Cs atoms, they should be approxi-
mately two times the height of the rotation peak C. Two Cs atoms 
were thus placed in the positions indicated by CS2 and CS 3 in Fig. 6.12, 
which shows a projection of the unit cell. The other two caesium 
- atoms were -
o o 
. ' !. I I 
1--- -,------1-- -
: I 
, I I 
, • I 
I I f- - - - r - - - - - - l - - -
, I 
, I 
o r-O--------o-, 0 
• • 
• • 
o Lo--------o-J 0 
o o 
Plant group Pot te r~on 
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Fig 6.\\ 
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atoms were placed in positions CS I and CS4 by glide reflection across 
the glide planes. The atoms CS2 and CS 3 have coordinates which are 
half in value to the coordinates of their rotation peak C, namely 
X ::: ± 11..t1., 
60 
z = ±~, the origin being taken at the point P. 
60 
The second highest peak in the map was the peak F (height 2407). This 
was taken as a Cs - Wm peak and had coordinates x = 16 , 
60 
z = ~ on 
60 
the Patterson map. The win atoms could thus be placed in relation to 
the Cs atoms. There arise two possibilities however : for anyone 
Cs atom , a J'ln atom can be placed ei ther to the left or right of it, 
as can be clearly seen with CS2 and CS 3 in Fig. 6 . 12 . The Mn atoms 
can thus be placed in two genera l positions, shown as closed and open 
circles respectively in Fig. 6.12. 
The Patterson Box. 
The positions of the atoms which were calculated from the 
Patterson map were checked by the Patterson diagrams obtained from a 
Patterson box, the theory of which was discussed in Section 1.5. The 
two screens AA' and BB' (Fig. 1.25) were prepared by punching circular 
holes in sheets of cardboard. The distances AA' to BB' and BE' to 
CC' were made equal (12.7 cm), so that the pattern on AA' was drawn 
twice as large as tha t drawn on BB' • The punched card AA' is shown 
in Fig. 6.13, which is drawn to scale. Following 54 Buerger the holes 
of the Cs atoms were punched in the positions shown and the area 
holes was proportional to the number of electrons of the element. 
Thus number of electrons proportional to area proportional to 2 r 
of 
- card AA' -
the 
c I 
I 
'p 
(0 :8 @ 
. I- - - -I- - - -t - - - - - - -I-- -
6) @: (0 
I .. 
o o 
Fig 6·13 
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card AA' I card BB' 
For Cs+ 2 proportional 54 7.35 mm I 3.6 mm r to r = r = 
2 I 
Mn r " " 23 r = 4.80 mm I r = 2.40 mm 
Two sets of holes corresponding to Mn atoms were punched. The set 
marked L correspo~ to the Mn atoms marked by closed circles in 
Fig. 6.12, while the set milrked M corresponds to the Mn atoms marked 
by open circles. The object of experimenting with the Patterson box 
was not only to confirm the positions of the Cs atoms, but to find the 
correct relative positions Lor M of the Mn atoms. 
The screen AA' was illuminated from the left (Fig. 1.25) by a 
strong diffused light and the peaks in the Patterson diagram appeared 
on the surface CC'. The projection surface CC' was a milk -glass plate , 
which was viewed from the right. The distances of the screens were 
large in comparison with atomic parameters and the contours of the 
Patterson peaks obtained were circular, the diameter of a circ l e being 
the sum of the diameters of the two corresponding atom hol es in AA'. 
The Patterson box thus gi ves diagrams which have these important features 
of the real Patterson function. The Patterson diagrams which were thus 
obtained were photographed by placing a sheet of X-ray film at CC'. 
These are shown in Fig. 6.14, only 1/4 of each Patterson diagram is 
shown for convenience. Fig. 6.14 A shows the Patterson map (Fig. 6 . 8) 
drawn to scale . Fig. 6. 14 B shows the diagram obtained by placing 
onl y the Cs atoms on the punche d cards. The peaks obtained on the 
photographic film were of high intensi ty and ...,11 defined. They 
correspond to the Cs - Cs rotation peak C, and the two reflection 
- satellites A -
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satellites A and D of the Patterson map. 
posi tiors of the Cs atoms were correct. 
This confirmed that the 
Fig. 6.14 shows the diagram obtained by placing only the Mn atoms 
in position L on the punched cards. Two peaks were obtained at the 
borders of the diagr am corresponding to the peaks Band D of the 
Patterson map and a small peak of low intensity which probably 
corresponds to the tip of peak A in the Patterson map. The diagram 
shown in Fig. 6.14D, was obtained by placing both the Cs and the Mn 
atoms (position A) on the cards. Two additional peaks corresponding 
to the peaks E and F were obtained, which must be due to Cs - Mn vectors. 
The peak corresponding to F was of higher intensity than that corres-
ponding to C. The diagram shown in Fig. 6.14E, was obtained by placing 
only the Mn atoms in positions M. Two small peaks obtained at the 
borders corresponded to the peaks Band D of the Patterson map, but the 
third peak did not match with any peaks at all. Finall y the diagram 
shown in Fig. 6.14F, was obtained by placing the Cs atoms and the Mn 
atoms (positions JVl ) . This diagram is similar to that shown in Fig. 
6.14D, except that there was a large peak, due to a Cs - Mn vector which 
did not correspond to any peak on the Patterson map. This shows that 
the Mn atoms cannot be placed in positions iii, and the positions L are 
thus corre ct. In each diagram there was a large origin peak, as can 
be expected. The diagram shown in Fig. 6.14D resembles the Patterson 
map (Fig. 6.l4A) very closely. 
The Minimum Function. 
Accepting peak C of the Patterson function as the correct 
location of the Cs - Cs rotat i on peak, one can then set up the 
- minimum -
Fig 6·14 
c 
o 
C!I- c. .. 
B E 
o c 
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function based upon the coordinates of this paint, plus those of the 
origin. The minimum function is then found by placing one Patterson 
map over another, the origin of one being placed at the peak C of the 
other. The &~ map was obtained by contouring the minimum as previously 
55 described in Section 1.5 (c). Following Buerger ,who 
discusses a similar example on a projection having the same plane group 
pgg, a map of the M4 function and finally a map of the AAa function 
was traced. The resulting M8(x,y) map is shown in Fig. 6.15, which 
clearly shows the positions of the Cs and Mn atoms corresponding to CS2 
and the Mn atom in position L in the bottom left quarter of the unit 
cell of Fig. 6.12. 
The result of the Minimum function thus confirms the positions of 
the Cs and Mn atoms obtained by direct analysis of the Patterson map, 
and the Patterson diagrams obtained from the Patterson box. 
For convenience the point Q (Fig. 6.12) was taken as the origin 
of the unit cell, and the finul positions of the atoms obtained were : 
Cs 
Result of Minimum function x = 0.318 
Direct analysis of 
Patterson map 
z = 0.332 
x = 0.315 
z = 0.335 
Mn 
x = 0.053 
z = 0.315 
x = 0.048 
z = 0.335 
These values agree closely. It was decided that the coordinates of 
the atoms obtained from the Me map of the Minimum function were more 
accurate than those obtained by direct analysis of the Patterson map, 
because no account was taken of the Cs - 0 and j~n - 0 vectors. The 
- contribution due -
L,~~~~~= 
o 
Mn 
D 
0,----------,---
Fig 6·15 
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contribution dUG . to the latter vectors, although sma.ll, would 
obviously influence the Patterson map to some extent, so that the 
peaks in the map cannot be regarded as being sOlely due to Cs - Cs, 
Cs - IAn and Mn - Mn interactions. 
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6.8 THE SUM"iA nON OF THE FOURIER SERIES, (010) PROJECTION. 
Having f ound the positions of the Cs and Mn atoms, the signs of 
the structure factors were calculate d for all the re flections. 
In Section 1.4 it was shown that the structure factor Fhkl could 
be expressed as 
Fhkl = (~ f. A. ) j J J 
where A = cos 2rr (hx 
B = sin 2 rr (hx 
56 For the plane group pgg 
+ i(~ f. B . ) j J J 
+ ky + Ix) 
+ ky + lz) 
A = 4 cos 2rr(hx + h+l) cos 2rr (lz - h+l) 
4 4 
B = 0 the structure factors are either posi tive 
or negative (Section 1.4 (a)). 
Equation 6.25 may be written in product form to facilitate 
compu ta ti on 
for h + 1 = 2n A = 4 cos 2rr hx cos 2rr lz ....... 
for h + 1 = 2n+l A = -4 sin 2rr hx sin 2rr lz ....... 
If there are n different atoms in the unit cell the structure 
factor for any re flection hkl may be written as 
where f l' f2' f 3 ••••• fn are the scattering factors of the atoms 
and AI' A2 , A3 ..... An are given by E.'jUations 6.26 and 6.27. 
1.23 
1.24 
6.25 
6.26 
6.27 
- In our case -
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In our case only the posi ti ons of the Cs and Mn A toms were known, 
so the structure factor ca l culations took no account of the oxygen 
atoms at this stage. The latter have much lower atomic scattering 
factors however and it was thus assumed that the heavier Cs and Mn 
atoms pay a much higher contribution than the 0 atoms, and thus control 
the signs of the structure factors. This proved to be correct. 
The signs of the structure factors were calculated, the 
57 
computations being set out as recommended by Lipson and Cochran 
The atomic scattering factors were obtained from 1bles 58 , 59. 
2 The square roots of the I FhOll values used in the Pa tters on summation 
were calculated and the appropiate posi ti ve or negati ve sign was given 
to each structure f actor. These were then scaled to suit the Beevers-
Lipson strips summation, and a Fourier synthesis was computed. For 
the plane group pgg the genera l relation for the electron density given 
in Equation 1. 31 can be modified to 60 
p (x,z) - "'''''i' - :!. ~ '-' FhOl cos 21T hx 5 h+l=2n cos 
The prime marks after the [~ indi cate 
21Tlz -L' FhOl h+l=2n+l sin 21Thx 
sin 21T lx ..... .. 6.28 
that the structure factors 
of the axial reflections enter the series at half value because the y 
occur on a line of symmetry. 5 is the area of the projection; since 
the FhOl's are not on an absolute scale, 4/5 which is a constant, was 
left out of the summation. 
- The se que nce -
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The sequence in which the series was summed is as follows: 
27Tlz -
\"\" 1_ .. L sin 
h+l==2n+l 
2IThx sin .2lTlz ... .... 6.29 
h+l==2n 
FhOl ~ _____ ~f l~· ____ ~ 
FhOl , h+l==2n 
~ 
, r FhOl cos 27Tlz 
<-
expand over z == 0 to -~ 
cos 27Tlz] cosrr2 hx 
expand over x == 0 to .1. 2 
h+l=2n 
FhOl cos 2IThx cos 27Tlz 
+ 
, 
FhOl h+ 1==2n+ 1 , 
, r FhOl sin 27Tlz 
~ 
expand over z == 0 to t 
<-
~ [FhOl sin 2ITlz] sin 2IThx 
<-
expand over x == 0 to t 
sin 2IThx sin 27Tlz 
The method of summation, using Beevers-Lipson strips, was similar 
to that used for the summation of the Patterson function, which is 
described in detail in Section 6.6 (b). The cell edges were divided 
into intervals of _1_, in the hope that the detailed Fourier map would 
120 
show the positions of the oxygen atoms. The resulting electron 
density projection is shown in Fig. 6.16. The figure shows two large 
peaks, the larger one showing the position of the Cs atom and the other 
the Mn atom. The positions of these atoms, as obtained 
- from the -
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from the Fourier map by drawing sections through the electron density 
peaks, were' 
Cs 
x = 0.316 
z = 0.342 
ivln 
x = 0.062 
z = 0.302 
These values compare favourably with those obtained from the minimum 
function and the direct analysis of the Patterson map (Section 6.7). 
The broken line drawn on the Fourier map shows the zero contour, while 
the other contours were drawn at arbitrary intervals of 50 units. 
The other peaks in the Fourier map are of small magnitude and diffuse 
shape. They did not give any clue as to the oxygen positions. 
The structure factors were calculated by placing the Cs and iiln 
atoms in the positions obtained from the Fourier synthesis. 
and F values being on different scales, they were normalised on 
c 
reflection (l08). This particular reflection was chosen because it was 
of high angle, and thus little affected by the oxygen contribution, and 
of fairly high intensity so that it could be accurately measured . The 
re,idual R was found to be R = 36 . 22%. This value is high, indicating 
that the heavy atoms are not in their correct positions or that the 
oxygens pay a large contribution to the calculated structure factors. 
I t was now decided to place the oxygens tetrahedrally round the ivln 
atom as in KMnC4
36
• This was onl y a tentative arrangement, the ;.m-O 
bond length was taken as 1.59 ~, which was the mean value obtained by 
Mooney in the crystal structure of KMn04 • It was further assumed tha t 
the tetrahedron was regular. The positions of the oxygen atoms, 
calculated on the above basis, ·were : 
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01 + 02 (superimposed in projection) x = 0,053 z = 0,188 
03 x = 0,208 z = 0,404 
04 x = 0,446 z = 0,071 
The contribution of the oxygen atoms thus placed was taken into account 
in the calculated structure factors, and the value of the residual was 
found to be R = 38.11%. This showed that the oxygen contribution was 
small and that they were probably not in the correct position, because 
on addition of the oxygens, the residual should have decreased. 
At this stage it was felt that the structure should be refine d in order 
to bring the value of the residual to below 25;~, Better absorption 
corrections, correction due to thermal vibration of the a toms and small 
changes in the coordinates of the he avy atoms would have to be taken 
into account, Before starting to refine the structure on the AC 
projection, however, it was decided that, the space group should be 
unambiguousl y determined. 
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6.9 THE UNAimIGUOUS DETER"IINATION OF THE SPACE GROUP. 
In the determination of the space group (Section 6.4) it was 
found that from analysis of the systematic absences of the reflections 
there were two possible space groups namely, Pnma and Pna2l , depending 
on the choice of axe s. Both these space groups, however, give rise 
to the plane group pgg when projected down the band c axes respectively, 
so that up to now the ambiguity of the space group has been of no 
consequence. 
structure of 
The space group Pnma was chosen by analogy with the 
36 KMn04 ,but this now had to be proved. 
The space group Pnma has the special positions 1/4 and 3/4 along 
the b axis. It was thus decided to compute a Fourier synthesis on the 
(001) projection and show that the y coordinate of the Cs and Mn atoms 
was 1/4 or 3/4. This would in turn check the x coordinate of the two 
heavy atoms, as obtained by the Fourier synthesis compute d on the 
(010) projection. 
The space group Pnma, when projected along the c axis, gives rise 
61 to the plane group pgm In Section 1.4 it was shown that the 
structure factor could be expressed as 
Fhkl '" (~ f. A.) + i ( ~ f. B. ) jJJ jJJ 1.23 
For the plane group pgm it can be shown tha t 62 
A '" 4 cos Z<T(hx + h) cos ~(ky - h) ....... 6.30 
4 4 
B '" 0 the structure factors are either positive or 
negative (Section 1.4 (a)). 
- Equat ion 6.30 -
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Equation 6.30, written in product form, yields the expressions: 
for K = 2n A = 4 cos 2Thx cos 2Tky ....... 6.31 
K = 2n+l A = -4 sin 2rrhx sin ~ky .. ... .. 6.32 
The Cs and Mn atoms we placed at the positions corresponding to 
CS2 and ivln2 of Fig. 6.12, these a toms being related, by analogy 
36 
with the structure of KMn04 by both having their y coordinate equal 
to 0.250. 
Cs 
x = 0.316 
y = 0.250 
Mn 
x = 0.438 
Y = 0.250 
and the signs of the structure factors calculatf d as discussed in 
Section 6.8. 
Weissenberg photographs were taken with the crystal oscillating 
about the c axis, the reflections were indexed and the Bragg angle 9 
for each reflection was calculated from Equation 6.9 and the Bragg 
equation. A set of integrated reflections was obtained by using an 
integrating I'leissenberg goniometer. The spots on the photograph all 
showed a plateau of constant area, and the density of this plateau was 
measured with the photometer as described in Section 5.7. The 
intensi ties were then corrected for the Lorentz, po larisation and 
absorption factors. The crystal used was block-shaped, and was 
approximated to a sphere having mean radius R = 0.0119 cm giving a 
va lue of ~ = 848.7 x 0.0119 = 10 (Section 6.5). The square roots 
of the relative corrected intensities were calculated and used to 
compute a Fourier summation. For the plane group pgm the general 
relation for the electron density given in Equation 1 .31 can be 
- modi fied to -
p(X,y)=4 
S k=2n 
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FhkO cos 2rrhx cos 2Tky -
\,'\, ' 
~ ~ FhkO sin 2Thx sin 2Tky k=2n+l 
The prime marks after the ~ 's indicate that the structure 
6 .33 
factors of the axial ref lections enter the series at half value because 
they occur on a line of symmetry. The! sequence in which the series 
was summed is the same as that adopted for the Fourier synthesis 
in the (010) projection. The ce 11 edges were divided in i ntervals of 
1- and the resulting electron density projection is shown in Fig. 6.17. 
60 
In this map the cell edges were divided into interva l s of 1- and the 
EiJ 
contours were drawn at arbitrary intervals of 100 units. The figure 
shows the Cs and Mn peaks clearly, showing that the y coordinate is 
exactly 0.250 as expected. The x coordinates of the two atoms compare 
closely with the ones obtained from the Fourier synthesis on the (010) 
projection: 
(010) 
(001 ) 
Cs 
x = 0.316 
x = 0.310 
Mn 
x = 0.438 
x = 0.448 
The x coordinates obtained from the (001) projection were not regarded 
as accurate, however, because only 27 refle ctions were availabl e for 
the Fourier summation and series-termination errors are thus li able to 
b . 63 e serl0US • These coordinates are thus only offered as a check. 
Due to the l ack of a sufficient number of refle ctions it was also 
- decided -
EI~ctron Density Project ion Fig 6.17 
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decided not to attempt refinement of the coordinates of the heavy 
atoms or to attempt to locate the oxygen atoms on the (001) projection . 
The positions of the oxygen atoms, as found later from difference 
syntheses on the (010) projection, are also shown on Fig. 6.17. 
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REFINEMENT • 
• 1 THE DIFFERENCE SYNTHESIS. 
Let us suppose that two Fourier syntheses are computed, one wi th 
F and the other with F • 
o c 
The former will give rise to peaks at the 
the true atomic positions, while the latter has pe aks where the 
postulated structure has atoms. If the F synthesis is subtracted 
c 
from the F synthesis we obtain the "Difference" synthesis which has 
o 
i nte r e sting properties. If an atom has been p l aced correctly, then 
its Fe and Fc peaks will COincide, and in the difference Fourier, 
wherE we effectively subtract the two peaks, the atom will lie in an 
area of low relief. But if an atom has not been correctly placed, 
then its true position will be given by the Fo peak and its postulated 
position by the F peak. 
c 
On the di fference map the postu lated location 
is in a hole and the correct location on a peak, so that the postulated 
position may be corrected by shifting from the hole t o the peak. If 
the error is small, the postulated location is on a steep gradient and 
can be improved by shifting up the slope. This is illustrated in 
Fig. 7.1. The direction of the shift is alwa ys normal to the contours 
on the di fference map. The magnitude of the shift (6') can be determined 
geometrically. This is done by drawing duplicate profiles of the atom 
from the electron density map and displacing the two until the observed 
gradient in the di fference map is obtained64 • The above method was 
used when the posi tions of the atoms were moved and proved fairly 
successful. 
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Difference syntheses can be calculated by subtracting, point by 
point, the results of the syntheses using Fa and F c as coefficients in 
the Fourier series. This, however, is equivalent to a single 
synthesis using (r - F ) as cae fficients. 
0 c 
This can be shown by 
considering the two dirrensional syntheses 
Po = 1. ~ ~ F e -i21T(hx + ky) 
S h k a 
· ..... . 7.1 
Pc = 1 ~ ~ F e -i21T(hx + ky) 
S h k c 
· ....... . 7.2 
Po - Pc = 1 ~ ~ (F _ F )e -i21T(hx + ky) 
s h k a c 
· ...... . 7.3 
In the earlier stages of structure analysis the phases of the 
F's are not known, so only those terms (F - F . ) can be used in the 
a a c 
error synthesis for which F is zero or very small. 
o 
A Fourier series 
made up of such terms only is called a "Bunn error synthesis,,65. 
In the later stages of refinement, however, most or all the phases of 
the Fa IS become known and a full difference synthesis may thus be 
computed. The full difference synthesis was suggested as a means of 
refinement 66 by Booth , while its properties were exploited by 
67 Cochran ' 68 Difference syntheses have the advantage that v.nen 
the propo;ed and actual structures are nearly the same,their series 
termination errors are similar and thus fall away on subtraction. 
Moreover, since the Fourier coefficients are all differences, they are 
small, and the series is easy to compute. 
The most fundamental property of the difference Fourier is that 
- v.nen the -
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when the proposed model matches the crystal structure exactly, the 
difference map should be flat. If the proposed structure is 
s l ightly incorrect, the discrepancies reveal themselves in the 
difference map and the structure is modified in such a way as to 
produce a nearly featureless difference map. 
The (F - F ) values which were employed in the calculation of 
o c 
the residual (Section 6.8 ), were used t o calculate the first difference 
Fourier. The oxygen contribution, with the oxygen atoms tentatively 
placed as in KMn04
36
, was taken into account in the calculation of the 
F s. 
c 
The resulting difference Fourier is shown in Fig. 7.2. The 
Po - P values were calculated at intervals of _1_ of the cell edges 
c 120 
and contours were drawn at arbitrary intervals of 50 units. The map 
clearly shows that the Mn atom lies in a hollow and is moved towards a 
peak, at right angles to the c(ntours, as indicated by the arrow. The 
Cs atom lies in a hollow between t wo peaks of unequal height. The 
meaning of these t wo peaks was not understood at this stage and the 
Cs atom was moved towards the higher of the two peaks as shown on the 
map. The topography of the difference Fourier in the regions of the 
oxygen atoms did not show any significant peaks, so the oxygen positions 
were left unaltered. The new Cs and Mn parameters were as follows:-
Cs Mn 
x = 0.303 x = 0.050 
z = 0.345 z = 0.292 
The value of the residual, calculated by placing only the Cs and Mn 
atoms in the psoitions indicated above, was 32.50% - an improvement of 
3.72% on the previous value. 
- Since the first -
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Since the first difference Fourier gave no indication as to the 
posi tions of the oxygen atoms, it was decided to move the positions 
oj the oxygen atoms in order to obtain better agreement between the 
observed and calculated structure factors. This was done by a 
69 graphical method. Bragg and Lipson have suggested that the 
representation of the structure factor should take the form of con-
tours of constant value, they called these diagrilms structure factor 
graphs. Graphs showing the values of such functions as cos ~(hx + ky) 
or cos 2rrhx cos 2Uky can be constructed, and from these the contribution 
of a group of atoms may be read at a glance. For the plane group pgg 
the structure amplitude is given by, 
4 co s 211hx co s 27Tlz when h + 1 is even, and 
- 4 sin 2iThx sin ~lz when h + 1 is odd. 
Ch t h · th b ft · .. B 70 h 1 ar s s OWl ng e a ove unc 10ns are gl ven ln unn VI 0 a so 
discusses how the charts may be used to show what adjustments of 
atomic parameters wi 11 increase or decrease the structure amplitude. 
The above method did not prove successful in finding the parameters of 
the oxygen atoms, however, and was subsequently discarded. 
To f ind t he positions of the oxygen atoms it was decided to compute 
a second difference Fourier without taking any account of the oxygen 
contribution to the F s. 
c 
If the coordinates of the heavy atoms were 
correct,. this dif ference Fourier would show a flat topography in the 
neighbourhood of the Cs and Mn atoms, while the oxygens should show up 
as peaks. This is the technique used to find hydrogen atoms in organic 
71 
substances • The F s were ca lculated by placing the Cs · and ,\In atoms 
c 
in the refined positions obtained from the first difference Fourier, 
- and the second -
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and the second di fference Fourier was subsequently computed. 
The resulting map is shown in Fig. 7.3. The p - p value s were 
o c 
calculated at intervals of _1_ of the cell edges, and contcurs were 
120 
drawn at arbitrary intervals of 50 units. The second di fference map 
showed tha t although thfJ Mn was now lying half-way up the slope of a 
low pe ak , it was still in an are " of :relatively high topography. 
The Cs atom was still in a hollow between two high peaks, which were 
still unexplained, although they were now of approximately equal height. 
The oxygen peaks did show up however, the oxygens having coordinates, 
0 3 04 
x = 0.158 x = 0.392 
z = 0.179 z = 0.425 z = 0.167 
At t!1is stage it was realised that in order to lower the residual 
a 
appreciably.better absorption correction and a correction due to the 
thermal motion of the a toms would have to be applied. 
7.2 IMPROVEMENT OF TIlE ABSORPTION CORRECIION. 
The second difference Fourier shown in FiC). 7.3 showed that 
although the i~n atom did not lie in the vicinity of a ny high peaks, it 
was sicuated in an area of somewhat high t opography . If the Fo and Fc 
values were correct the difference Fourier would show the Mn not only 
in a flat arei} , but an area where the topogra phy was low, theoreticcll y 
on a zero contour. Since the F s were evidently approximately correct, 
c 
it was decided that the discrepancy lay in the observed structure 
factors and the absorption correction applied to the crystal would have 
to be adjusted SO that the Mn would lie in an area of low topography 
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on a difference map. At first it was thought that the absorption 
correction {JR = 7.4 was too low and u new set of observed structure 
factors was computed applying an absorption correcti on of {JR = 10. 
The (F - F ) values were then calculated and a one dimension~ l 
o c 
difference Fourier was computed. It was decided to calculate the 
Fourier section at a fixed value of x, namely at x = -2- and not to 
120 
include the oxyge~ contribution to the Fc s. The difference Fourier 
section would thus pass through the Mn posi tion and show whether the 
P - P value at this point decreased. o c The section would also pass 
close to the superimposed oxygens (01 + 02) position and show if the 
change in the absorption correction had any effect on the double oxygen 
peak. The resul Hng Po - Pc section is shown in Fig. 7. 4A. The 
figure shows that, on increasing the absorption correction to {JR = 10, 
the topography at the Mn position increases as compared with the 
height of the Mn in Fig. 7.48 which shows the p - p section having 
o c 
an absorption correction of {JR = 7.4. It was thus decided to lower the 
absorpti on correction to the minimum possible value allowed by the 
shape of the crystal, namely {JR = 3, ~nd the resulting p - p section 
o c 
is stown in Fig. 7.4C. This shows that the height of the Mn has 
lowered considerably and the absorption correction of {JR = 3 was t aken 
as correct. In all three sections in Fig . 7.4 the p - p values were 
o c 
computed at intervals of __ 1_ of the c axis, and the heights of the 
120 
peaks are in arbitrary units. Fig. 7.4 also shows th at the oxygen 
peak does not alter its position on applying different absorption 
corrections. 
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7.3 THE JE,llPERATURE FACTOR . 
So far the crystal structure has been as sumed to be a static one 
wi ~h atoms in fixed posi ti uns. Temperature modifies this situation , 
however, because it requires that the atoms should undergo thermal 
motion. This motion has the effect of causing the f curves of the 
atoms to falloff more rapidly with sin Q than for the same atoms at 
'A 
rest. 
72 Wa ller showed that an approximation to the effect of thermal 
motion on the intensities of the X-ray reflections can be made for 
isometric structures containing only one kind 
= f e-(B sin2g)/'A2 
of atoin. For thi s case, 
f 
o · ..... . 
7.4 
where B is the temperature coefficient. 
This simple form of temperature correction is often used as an 
approximation and it assumes that, in thermal motion, each atom of the 
crystal undergoes the same isometric motion. When this assumption is 
-(B sin2Q)'A2 
made the carre ction e can be used for each f in the . 
summation for F, so that 
= 
· ...... . 7.5 
and = • •• " •• D 7.6 
where of = the structure factor at OOK 
TF = the structure factor at the temperature of the experiment. 
The value of B can be found by a method first presented by Wilson73, 
74 
and later by Harker • 75 I t can be shown tha t 
/102 
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= 7.7 
where is the average of the square s of the observed structure 
factors, 
K is a constant 
is the average of the sum of the squares of the 
scattering f actors of the atoms at OOA. 
which p laces the IF b 12 on an a bs olute scale. 
o s 
B is the temperature coefficient. 
9 and " are the Bragg angle and t he wavelength of the X-ray radi ation 
re spe cti ve 1 y. 
If the logarithms are t aken of both sides of Equatlon 7.7 we 
obtain the expre ssion 
, \ 
(
I l'Obs I2 \ 
In - 2 I = ~of ! 
j j / 
lr, K ....... 
This has the f orm y=mx+c ....... 
The value of B was found graph i ca lly by following a 
75 procedure sugge sted by Buerger • '[he reciprocal l a ttice was 
7.8 
7.9 
divided into five equal sin2g zones and all the IF b 12 were plotted 
o s 
on the reciprocal lat t ice. The average for each zone was f ound, 
counting zero intensities and extinguished reflections as points 
having zero intensity. Since only one quarter of t he reciprocal 
lattice was plotted in this · case, border points were taken at half 
value. was calculated for each zone and a t able of 
for the five zones was prepared. The results of the 
- above -
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above calculation are shown in Table 7.1. 
TABLE 7.1 
I I 2 I - I Zone' 
Sin2Q IF 12 I ~0f. I IF 12p0f.2 lIn IF I?~ °f.2 i No. Sin grange obs 1 j J obs j J ' obs j J I 
1 
2 
3 
4 
~ 
1 
0-0.447 0.0932 108.1 2625 0,04118 4.8101 
1 0.447-0.632 0.3010 74.3 I 1551 I 0.04790 4.9613 ~ i , 
I 0.632-0.775 0.4993 33.7 I 1156 
I 
0.02915 4.4647 
I , 0.775-0.894 0.6913 24.4 I 940 0.02593 4.3477 
I 
I 
0.894-1.000 0.9068
1 
16.4 i 800 ! 0.02050 4.1126 , 1 I 
Equation 7.5 has the form of a straight line (Equation 7.6), and hence 
InlF b 12/~of.2 was plotted agains t the mean sin2Q value for each 
o s j J 
range, 
The plot obtained is shown in Fig. 7.5. The point for range 1, 
representing the reflections of lowest angle, was omitted for 
theoretical reasons76 • The slope of the graph, measured from the 
plot shown in Fig. 7.5 was found to be - 1.296. From Equation 7.8 
the slope of the graph = - 2B 
,,2 
hence 
- 1.296 - - _.=2B><--;;-
(1.542 )2 
B = 1.54 
The calculated structure factors were thus corrected according to 
Equation 7.6, the values of exp( -B sin2g/'A 2) being obtained from 
tables 77. 
With improved absorption and temperature corrections applied to 
I , 
the Fo sand Fc s respectively the value of the residual was 
- calcu lated with -
Fig 7·5 
) ·0 
o 
4 ·5 
o 
o 
4'0 o ·1 ·2 -3 ·4 ·5 ·6 ·7 ·8 ·9 1·0 
'iirfe . 
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calculated with the Cs and Mn atoms only and found to be 29.08};. 
On pl acing the oxygens in the positions found by the second difference 
Fourier, the residual value was 27.39%. This va lue of the re sidual, 
although considerably improved, was still too high. The oxygen peaks 
obtained from the 2nd difference Fourier were ill defined and small as 
compared with the d )ub l e peak near the Cs atom, and thus the oxygen 
positions could not be accurately determined • . At this stage it was 
realised that the double peak on ei ther s ide of the Cs atom on the 
difference maps was due to 2nisotropic thermal motion of this atom78 • 
Since the Cs atom has a high dif fracting power and thus pays a high 
contribution to the structure factors, it was important that a 
correction be applied for anisotropic thermal motion. 
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7.4 THE CalRECTION FOR ANISOTROPIC THERMAL M:lTION. 
The characteristic pattern obtained in the difference maps 
shows th~t the Cs is undergoing anisotropic thermal motion. The 
posi tion of the -two posi ti ve peaks in the dif ference maps shows that 
the direc tion of greatest motion is parallel to the x axis. Since 
the temperature nnoma l y is anisotropic, the temperature coefficient B 
varies with the angle between the direction of greatest thermal motion 
and the direction of the reciprocal lattice point. 
79 80 Cochran and Hughes both discuss methods of correcting 
for anisotropic thermal motion. These methods of correction are 
difficul t and tedious, however, so it was decided to use the fractional 
atom method81 , 82 which does not require the introduction of new 
constants for a fictitious distorted l attice. In this method an 
atom having anisotropic thermal motion may be represented in the 
structure factor calculation by two or four isotropic fractional atoms 
placed symmetrically about the a tom centre and at small distances from 
it This has the advanta ,e of being able to treat the fr 3ctional 
atoms as vibrating isotropically. The agreement between this method 
and the correct representation of anisotropically moving atoms is very 
high. 
Up to this point all the Fourier summations were computed by hand 
with the aid of Beevers-Lipson strips. Since this method was both 
tedious and slow, the subsequent refinement was carried out on an 
IBM 14Cl computer. 
In order to correct for the anisotropic thermal vibration the 
- Cs atom was -
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Cs atom was split into two half atoms placed 0.1912 ~ apart along the 
x dire ction. The two half atoms were not placed symmetrically about 
the mean position of the Cs atom (x = 0.303, z = 0.345) as found after 
the first dif ference Fourier. This is because in the second difference 
Fourier map the positive peak on the left of the Cs was somewhat higher 
than the one on the right, showing that the Cs had evidently been moved 
a little too far to the left. In order to compensate for this the two 
half atoms were placed at 
The mean x 
as a whole 
Cs 
x = 0.296 
z = 0.345 
coordinate of the 
underwent a small 
The Mn coordinates were 
, 
F c s, with onl y the two half 
positions, was calculated. 
, 
Cs atom 
CS2 
x = 0 .315 
z = 0.345 
was x = 0.3055, so that 
move back towards the right. 
left at x = 0.050 z = 0.292. 
Cs atoms and the Mn atom in the 
the atom 
A set 
above 
The F sand F s were normalised by 
o c 
multiplying the F s by the ratio 2. F /2.F and the value of the re-
o c 0 
of 
sidual was found to be 24.07%. The fifth difference Fourier was then 
calculated, the resul ting map is shown in Fig. 7.6. Thepo-pc 
values were computed at intervals of __ 1_ of the cell edges and contours 
100 
were drawn at arbitrar y interva ls of 50 units. The map cle arly shows 
the positions of the oxygen at oms which occur on high, well defined 
peaks. The half Cs atom Cs2 , the manganese and the osygen atoms were 
all shifted as indicated by the arrows on the map and the new atomic 
parameters were: 
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x z 
CS I 0.296 0.345 
CS2 0.322 0.348 
iAn 0.049 0.298 
0 1+02 0.060 0.180 
03 0.160 0.440 
04 0.387 0.157 
Wi th the atoms at the above positions a new set of structure factors 
, 
was calculated, the oxygens' contribution was included, and the Fo s 
, , 
and F s were again normalised by multiplying the F s by the ratio 
c 0 
~F /~ F • 
c 0 
The residual was found to be 15.8~ . The sixth difference 
Fourier was computed, the map is shown in Fig. 7.7. The Po - Pc 
values were computed at intervals of .1. of the cell edges and 
5C 
contours were drawn at arbitrary intervals of 100 units. The map 
shows that the atoms are not close to any peaks and so their 
coordinates cannot be further improved. 
The uneven peaks on either side of the half caesium atoms can be 
attributed to anisotropic absorption errors. Jellinek83 pointed out 
that if the crystal specimen is elliptical but its absorption is 
approximated by assuming that it is cylindrical, as was done in our case, 
. the heavy atoms show an absorption anomaly which resembles a temperature 
anomaly, but has greater extension. This can be seen from Fig. 7.7 
which shows that the peaks are not close to the half-caesium positions. 
A final Fourier synthesis was computed and the final electron 
density map is shown in Fig. 7.8. The map clear 1 y shows the Cs and Mn 
peaks. The final coordinates of the atoms are marked on the map. The 
electron density was computed at intervals of -1 of the cell edges and 
5C 
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contours on the map were drawn at arbitrar y intervals of 50 units . 
The final values of the observed and calculated structure factor s , 
as obtained by pl acing the atoms in the positions ,- btai ned from the 
fifth difference Fourier, are shown in Table 7.2. The value of the 
residual for the (010) projection was 15.83}6. The (102) reflection 
was then omitted from the ca l culation because of ex t inction effects, 
and the final value of the residual for this projection was 15.14%. 
It should be noted that in order to suit the computer programme the 
s tructure factors were calculated by placi ng the atoms in half of the 
unit cell. The F values shown in Table 7.2 thus c(rr~spond to 
c 
A = 2 cos 2rrhx cos 3Tlz for h +1 = 2n 
A = 2 sin 2rrhx sin 2fflz for h +1 = 2n + I 
The F for t he (001) projection were calcu l ated on t he same basis. 
c 
TAB L E 7.2 
r01 F F hOI Fo F hkO F F 0 
_2- _c_ o c 
002 41.8 40 . 6 ~3 55.1 58. 1 040* 60.6 107.0 
004 35.8 26.9 ~6 20.1 18 .0 060* 25 . 6 55.8 
006 46.4 32.1 ~7 31.2 35.0 210 86.0 87 . 4 
0010 10 . 3 9.4 ~8 18 . 6 l S.3 220 42.6 49 .0 
102* 5S .1 Sl.2 ~9 20 .5 19.1 230 46.2 58.6 
103 22.0 16.1 600 22.S 23 . 8 2~ 33.4 44.6 
104 49.8 38.0 601 7.6 0 260 9 .0 lS.S 
--
106 25.1 15.5 603 20 .5 26.2 270 lS.2 23 . 6 
107 39.9 29.4 604 16.7 22 .0 410 53.4 53.6 
lOS 39.1 31. 7 605 2S .1 27.4 430 67.0 47.S 
109 17 . 9 14 .1 606 10 .6 11. 9 4~ 25 . 6 25.S 
200 19.0 21.2 609 27.0 22.3 610 61. 6 80 .2 
201 19.5 19.4 701 20 .1 lS .9 620 59 .S 39.6 
202 19.4 l S.8 702 51.3 52.5 630 73.4 59 . 8 
203 27. 7 23.0 703 22 .4 21.0 640 25.6 20 . S 
204 42 . 9 44.S 704 33.8 34.3 6~ 40. 8 46.2 
205 59 .7 4S.4 707 21.7 17.S 660 15. 4 lS.4 
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7.5 THE FINAL POSITIONS OF THE ATOMS. 
The refinement carried out on the (010) projection allowed us to 
find the x and z coordinates of all the atoms. In Section 6.9 it was 
proved that the y coordinates of the Cs and ivln atoms \',ere 1/4, but the 
Fourier summation computed in the (001) projection (Fig. 6.17 ) did 
not give any direct clue as to the oxygen positions. It thus remained 
to find the y coordinates of the oxygen atoms. 
Fig. 7.9 shows the positions of all the atoms on the (010) 
projection. By analogy with the crystal structure of KMn0436, the 
oxygen atoms labelled 03 and 04 were taken as lying in the same plane 
as their respective Mn atoms, Le. at y == 1/4 or 3/4. This was 
confirmed by the values of the Mn - ° distances for these oxygen atoms 
whi ch were 
Mn - ° == 1.588 ~ 3 Mn - 0 4 1.670 ~ 
The above distances were in good agreement with values obtained by 
36 0 Mooney for the structure of Ki\1n04 , 'who gave 1.59 A as the mean 
Mn - ° distance. The positions of these two oxygen atoms cannot be 
seen directly from the Fourier map shown in Fig. 6.17, but a section 
drawn through y == 1/4 showed a small peak corresponding closely with 
the expected position of 04' while 03 was swamped by the Cs peak. 
The section is shown in Fig. 7.10. 
The y coordinate of the oxygen atoms 01 and 02 could not be 
obtained with any certainty from the Fourier map shown in Fig. 6.17. 
It was thus decided to calculate their position on the assumption that 
the ;,In - ° bond length was 1.629 ~, which is the mean of the Mn - 03' 
- Mn -04 distances -
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Mn - 04 distances calculated above. The fifth difference Fourier 
showed the position.of the superimposed oxygens, 01 and 02' 
projected distance Mn - (01 + 02) was found to be 0.9441 R, 
The 
and by 
Pythagoras' theorem the 1<ln - 01 and Mn - 02 dista.nce along the y 
direction was found to be 1.3275 R. The y coordinates of these two 
oxygen atoms were thus 
01 ' Y = 0.479 °2 , y= 0.021 
These atoms are shown in Fig. 6.17, they are situated near two small 
peaks. The (001) projection of the uni t cell was then drawn. This 
is shown in Fig. 7.11. 
The coordinates of the atoms, as shown in the lower left quarter 
of the (010) proje ction (Fig. 7.9), are given below. The two hal f Cs 
atoms are recorded separately, and the mean Cs position is also given. 
For convenience the origin was taken at point O. 
x y z 
CS 1 0.296 0.750 0.345 
CS2 0.322 0.750 0.348 
Cs (mean) 0.309 0.750 0.3465 
Mn 0.049 0.250 0.298 
01 0.060 0.479 0.180 
O2 0.060 0.021 0.180 
°3 0.160 0.250 0.440 
°4 0.387 0.250 0.157 
The final values of the observed and calculated structure factors 
on the (001) projection are also given in Table 7.2. The val'J8 of the 
residual, omitting reflections (040) and (060) due to extinction effect 
WiS 24.7'1%. 
The overall value of the residual, taking reflections from both 
the (010) and (001) projections into account was 18.11%. 
t 1 ______ ~Fi9 7.11 
b ~------~~ 
0-
Cs-
• Mn 
o 
o 
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7.6 THE CALCULATION OF INTERATOMIC DISTANCES AND INTERATOMIC ANGLES. 
84 For c ystals belonging to the orthorhomic system it can be shown 
that the distance between two atoms is given by 
[( Ax)2a2 + ( Ay)2b2 + ( Az)2c2]t interatomic distance = w w w 
....... 7.10 
where [;,x, [;,y, & are the differences in coordinates of the atoms, 
a, b, c are the parameters of the unit cell. 
Suppose an atom, 1, has two neighbours, 2 and 3 • If t/I is the 
. 
interatomic angle 213, then for an orthorhombic crystal, 
cos t/I = ... 
where [;, 2x, [;,3x are the differences in coordinates of atoms 1 2 
and 1, 3 respectively etc . , 
7.11 
and d2 , d3 are the interatomic distances between atoms 1 - 2 
and 1 - 3 respectively. 
Using the above equations, the following values were obtained for the 
interatomic distances, 
Mn - 01 = 1.629 ~ 
Mn - 02 = 1.629 A 
Mn - ° = 1.588 P: 3 
Mn 04 = 1.670 ~ 
Cs Mn = 3.929 ~ 
Average Mn - ° = 1.629 ~ 
01 - 02 = 2.655 ~ 
01 - 03 = 2.656 P: 
01 - 04 = 3.598 ~ 
02 03 = 2.656 ~ 
02 04 = 3.598 P: 
3.207 )\ 
The ° - I~ - ° interatomic -
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The ° - Mn - ° interatomic angles were as follows: 
01 M002 :: 109
0 1O' 
°2M003 lU
o 10' 
°lMn03 :: 1110 10' °2Mn04 1000 56' 
° MDa 1 4 :: 100
0 56' 
°3MDa4 122
0 02' 
The Cs atom is surrounded by 8 win atoms at a mean distance of 
4.381 ~. Four ~In atoms have the same y coordinate as the Cs atom, 
i.e. they lie in the same plane. Their distances from the Cs atom 
are 3.862 ~, 4.581 ~, 4.587 ~ and 6.263 ~ . The other four Mn atoms 
lie in planes whose y coordinates differ from the Cs y-coordinate by 
± 1/4. Their distances from the Cs atom are, two at 3.929 ~ and 
two at 3.948 ~. 
For comparison it may be remarked that the silicon to oxygen 
Q 85 distance in the Si04 group is given as 1.54 - 1.64 A ,the sulphur 
o 86 to oxygen distance in the S04 group is 1.5 A ,the phosphorus to 
oxygen distance in the P04 group is 1.56 ~ 87 and the chlorine to 
oxygen distance in CI04 is 1.56 ~ 88. 
8. 
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SUNlivlARY. 
The crystal structure of caesium permanganate has been 
determined. CsMn04 crystallises in the orthorhombic space group 
There are four molecules per unit cell with Pnma. 
a = 10.0692 E, b = 5.8080 E, c = 7.9470 E. 
The structure was determined by Fourier syntheses on the (010) and 
(001) projections and refined by two-dimensional di fference synthe ses. 
The structure is similar to that of KMn04 • The manganese is surrounded 
by four oxygen atoms at an average distance of 1.629 E arranged in a 
slightly distorted tetrahedron. The caesium is surrounded by 
eight manganese atoms at an average distance of 4.381 E. 
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